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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of a Planetary Solar Array Develop-
ment study performed by Electro-Optical Systems for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, under Contract 952035, a subcontract
of NASA, NAS7-100.
The work reported here is covered in three sections:
1. Environmental Analysis and Computer Program
2. Design of Martian Hard-Lander Solar Array
3. Solar Panel Submodule Impact Testing.
The work reported in these three sections was directed toward deter-
mination of the ability of a photovoltaic power system to survive a
rough landing, and the operating environment on the surface of the
planet Mars.
Also, a prediction is made of the power output capacity of a somewhat
generally specified solar array after landing on the planet. A com-
puter program written for the IBM 1130 is included, along with output
for the 30-day period starting 1 February 1974.
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SECTION 1
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
1.1 OVERALL TASK
Subsequent to landing on Mars, a spacecraft power system of the photo-
voltaic converter type will be subject to considerable variation in the
natural environment, thus causing a change in the power available from
the panels.
It becomes necessary, in the compilation of these environmental varia-
tions, to determine those variations which will alter the available
power and to study their effects. In addition, positional dependence,
such as latitude and geometric panel orientation, must be included.
The characteristics of a given converter or cell, and the spectral
composition of the light reaching the cell, ilso enter the problem.
The overall task described in this section addresses itself to calcula-
ting the power to be expected from .i given solar array locatLd in an
arbitrary position on the surface of Mars at an arbitrary time. Further,
the inverse problem, finding the required solar panel area for a speci-
fied power, is to be solved.
A computer program has been written which determines this power, or
required area, based upon the following sets of analyses. This program,
and certain test cases, are included immediately after the analyses sets.
A complete printout of six tvnical landing siter °s furnished to JPL as
a separate addendum to this report.
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1.2 SOLAR INTENSITY AT PARS, 1970-1975
A brief study was made to determine the solar intensity at the orbital
position of Mars, during the period 1970 to 1975.
It can be shown that the intensity I, of solar radiation at a point in
space is given by
1 = 120 , milliwatts/cm2,
R
where R is the distance of the point from the sun expressed in Astro-
nomical Units. One Astronomical Unit = 149.5 x 10 6
 km = mean dis-
tance of earth from sun. The distance R for Mars is given at four day
intervals in the American Ephemeris and nautical Almanac (AENA). Since
the Martian year = 687 earth days, any two consecutive editions of
the AENA (each edition covers 365 earth days) are sufficient to ascer-
tain the distance R throughout a Martian year. The 1964 and 1965 edi-
tions were used for this analysis.
Figure 1-1 shows the solar intensity as a function of time, cohere time
is expressed in Julian Days. The ordinary calendar date corresponding
to a particular Julian Day number can be found in any edition of the
AENA; however, a copy of the ?ulian Day number is shown in Table 1-I.
The minimum and maximum solar intensities at Mars are 50.44 mw/cm 2 and
73.35 mw/cm2 , respectively. The various dates (within the period Janu-
ary 1, 1970 - August 24, 1975) on which these extreme intensities occur
are shown in Fig. 1-1.
In the computer program, this intensity is found by direct calculation
based on the Mar's orbital position at the instant being considered.
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1.3	 THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION PROBLEM
The following is a discussion of a method used to determine the effec-
tive reduction of solar panel power due to the Martian atmospheric ab-
sorption and scattering of the sun's rays.
The derivation computes the angular dependence due to a variable path












dx	 increment of distance
F ^, and
µ	 Affective absorption/scattering coefficient.
^- I
Integrating,
dII = f -µdx
In I
	
-µx + c,	 c	 In I0	and	 Io	initial intensity
or




I = Intensity of a ray
x - Distance
a = Effective absorption/scattering coefficient
p = Mass density
p o = Mass density at surface
A - Area
m = Mass
mo = Mass along a vertical path
k = uo/po
b	 K/A
T = Transmission factor
n = Ratio of mass along two optical paths
8 - Angle from local vertical to sun
h = Altitude above surface
R = Planet radius
L - Path length along ray
F = Force
P = Pressure
Po - Surface pressure
G - Lecal acceleration of gravity
y = Universal gravitational constant
M - Planet mass
Rc - Universal gas constant
Ta = Atmospheric temperature
W - Molecular weight











If the material were half as dense, and the path twice as long, the at-
tenuation would remain the same. (Beer's Law)
Let p = density of the medium.
What would happen to the value of µ, if x2p2 a 
xlpl
(a constant mass condition.)?
F	
let µ = µ 1 for length x1










µ 2	 -^`Io X2	 xla




This could also be expressed as




i	 _ r Po
I	 :
Solving for µ generally, L k	 • Po
or	 µ	 =	 kp.
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k - constant





AREA "A" J	 dx
Figure 1-3





µ NO	 A dx = 






=	 -b dx dx =	 -b dm = -bm
so,
I = Ioe-bm,
interpreting m as the total mass contained in a small tube surrounding
the ray.
Now, define the transmission factor T:





Say that we know T 1 for mass ml.





^ 	 n m,2
l -bnmT	 e	 12
But,
m l	 =	 In T1 \+b/'
so,
f In T	 rl^	 in T1
-bn
_ 2	 =	 e	 b	 = T	 e
_ in T2	 n In T1	 = in





Now, if the mass ratio n can be found for various slant angles, 8, as




T = transmission factor at noon
and




A ray from the sun
I\
Figure 1-4
In Figure 1-4, by the law of Cosines:
h2 + 2hR - L2 + 2RL cos 8.
So,
h - -R + (R2 + L 2 + 2RL cos 6) 1/2 - f(L)
Now, let the density be a function of altitude
A - g(h)
So the mass is
m	 A 0 g(h)dh
7254-Final	 10
But, if the integration is along L,




m	 A f og( f(L))dL
n	 — _
mo	 A f g(h)dh
s	
What now is g(h)?












Since the tube is in equilibrium,
(P+dP)A = PA + (PAdh)G
ii
t'	 G	 local acceleration of gravity
,L
r '	 dP t pGdh
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But G depends on h.
=
YM	




2	 M = planet mass
R = planet radius
So,
dP = PYM dh
(R+h) 2




W = molecular weight







P	 (R+h) 2R Ta
Let h be measured upward,
So
1nP	 RcWYM + c
	 c = constant







P = A! W ` 1 - 1
^n P
o	RcTa L R+h R J
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P'WPM_ r 1	 1-?
Po = EXP tW Lp^s, - R..i
P = p
Po	 Po













-1/2+ 2RL cos 8)	 1 ^ dL
c a
n =	 _
o EXP 1 _-cTa 1 LR(R+h)^ ,' dh
Le t
Po	 W

















-(R2 + L 2 + 2RL cos 0) -1/2 - R 1JJrdo e
n =
fo th e-01 \R(R+h)J dh
For Mars
R = 3332 km
Po = 14.65 x 10-6 gm/cm3
Po = 7 x 10 3 dynes/cm2
K = 4.255 x 1019 cm3 /sec 2
Hence,
_ KPo = 0.89 x 106 km
0
The two integrals were evaluated using the IBM computer program 1130-
CSMP, for loo increments of 0. In each case, the independent variable
was allowed to rua until the integration value reached a limit in the
4th significant figure (at L = h - 1000 km).
When the values of the two integrals were computed, a small Fortran
program was written to compute the transmission factor for various mass
ratios. This program and printout is listed next as Fig. 1 -6.
Figure 1-7 plots T versus 0 for values of T o from 0.95 to 0.99 in steps
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1.4 COMPUTATION OF EFFECTIVE TRANSMISSION FACTOR FOR THE NOON
ATMOSPHERE OF MARS
The quantities required to estimate the output of a solar cell on the
Martian surface are (a) Hm (%), the solar spectral irradiance outside
of the Martian atmosphere, (b) Tm (11), the spectral transmission of
the Martian atmosphere, (c) S (k), the response of a solar cell as a
function of wavelength. The product Hm (^,) Tm (?) will yield the
spectral irradiance at the Martian surface. In turn, the product of
this latter quantity and S (n), the solar cell response, will give the
output of a solar cell on the Martian sur{«ce when irradiated by the
solar flux. The manner in which the quantities H (?,) , T (r,) and S (?.)
are used to compute the relative output of a solar cell is discussed
below.
The spectral irradiance outside of the Martian atmosphere can be ob-
tained by modifying the near-earth value by the factor (I/R2), where
R is the heliocentric distance in astronomical units (A.U.). Since R
is not constant, three values are used in the calculations below, cor-
responding to: (1) the mean distance of Mars from the sun, (2) the
Martian aphelion distance and, (3) the Martian perihelion distance.
Table 1-III* lists the value of the solar constant for these three posi-
tions of Mars. The uncertainty limits are a consequence of the un-
certainty in the near-earth value of the solar constant. It is assumed
that outside of the Martian atmosphere the distribution of energy with
wavelength is identical to that observed outside of the earth ' s atmo-
sphere. However, the spectral distribution on the surface of Mars will
be altered according to the transmission properties of the atmosphere.
*
JPL Report, Voyager Environmental Standards (25 Sept. 1967)
TABLE 1-III
SOLAR CONSTA4T AT MARS ORBIT
Solar Constant
Mars Position	 (watts cm-2)
Perihelion (1.3814 A.U.) 0.0734 = 0.009
Mean (1.5237 A.U.) 0.060 0.009
Aphelion (1.6660 A.U.) 0.050 0.009
The irradiance at the Martian surface can be obtained from a knowledge
of the irradiance outside of the Martian atmosphere and of the atmo-
spheric spectral transmission. The normalized solar irradiance spec-
trum at the Martian surface, as presented in Figure 4-25 of JPL Report
Voyager Environmental Standards (25 September 1967), has been adopted
for the present calculations. Column I of Table 1-IV contains the nor-
malized irradiance values H m ' (^,) at the Martin surface for wavelengths
between 0.35µ and 1.3p as obtained from the above report. These values
correspond to the atmospheric model which assumes a surface pressure
of 7 mb. Columns 2 and 3 contain the values corresponding to surface
pressures of 5 mb and 21 mb, respectively. These latter figures were
obtained by multiplying the 7 mb irradiance values by the ratios of the
spectral transmission of the 5 mb and 21 mb models c.. the one hand and of
the 7 mb model on the other*. The absolute values of the spectral irradi-
ance at the Martian surface (in units of m watts cm 2µ-1 ) are obtained
by taking the product of the normalized irradiance and the value of the
solar constant at the position of Mars in its orbit. Columns 5, 6, and
7 list the spectral irradiance values thus obtained for the 7 mb, 5 mb
and 21 mb models, respectively, by using the solar constant value ap-
propriate to the mean mass-sun distance, as given in Table 1-III. The
final column contains the solar spectral irradiance outside of the
Martian atmosphere.
























































































Hsm (?), Mars Surface
(m watts cm 2 4-1)
Model
7 mb 5 mb 21 mb ATM
57.0 58.8 57.0 59.4
64.8 66.0 64.8 66.6
72.0 72.6 72.0 73.2
84.6 85.2 84.6 85.8
84.6 85.2 84.0 85.2
34.6 84.6 84.0 85.2
84.6 84.6 84.0 84.6
84.6 84.6 84.0 84.6
83.4 83.4 82.8 83.4
82.8 82.8 82.2 82.8
82.2 82.2 81.6 82.2
81.0 81.0 81.0 81.0
76.8 76.8 76.8 76.8
71.4 71.4 71.4 71.4
70.2 70.2 70.2 70.2
65.4 65.4 65.4 65.4
63.0 63.0 63.0 63.0
57.0 57.0 57.0 57.0
54.6 54.6 54.6 54.6
54.0 54.0 54.0 54.0
53.4 53.4 53.4 53.4
49.5 49.5 49.5 49.5
46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2
45.6 45.6 45.6 45.6
44.4 44.4 44.4 44.4
41.7 41.7 41.7 41.7
41.4 41.4 41.4 41.4
40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8
37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5
35.4 35.4 35.4 35.4
33.6 33.6 33.6 33.6
33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0
14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4
0 0 0 9.0
0 0 0 4.8
0 0 0 1.2
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The radiant solar energy per unit area within different wavelength
bands can be computed by multiplying the wavelength interval, AA, by
the average value of the spectral irradiance over the interval AX.
This has been done for the wavelength bands which are indicated in
Column 1 of Table 1-V by taking the mean of the values of Hm (X) at
the highest and lowest wavelengths of the interval, as given in Table
1-IV. The spectral energy values were in turn multiplied by the mean
value of the solar cell spectral response S (X) within the appropriate
wavelength intervals. The values of S (A) in Column 2 of Table 1-V
refer to standard cell S/N STD 9-5 and are the values used in the
present calculation. Columns 3-6 thus contain the contribution to
the total solar cell response, in arbitrary units, due to the solar
radiant energy within the specified wavelength intervals. Columns 3,
4, and 5 refer to solar cells on the Martian surface corresponding
respectively, to atmospheric models assuming 7 mb, 5 mb and 21 mb of
surface pressure. The last column refers to the response of a solar
cell located just outside of the Martian atmosphere.
TABLE 1-V
SPECTRAL SOLAR CELL RESPONSE ON MARTIAN SURFACE
S (;,,) Solar








	 (Relative Units)	 7 mb	 5 mb	 21 mb	 Atmosphere
.3500-.4000 0.07 0.214 0.218 0.213 0.220
.4000-.4200 0.19 0.260 0.264 0.258 0.266
.4200-.4400 0.30 0.468 0.474 0.465 0.477
.4400-.4600 0.42 0.710 0.714 0.710 0.718
.4600-.4800 0.54 0.913 0.918 0.913 0.918
.4800-.5000 0.64 1.082 1.082 1.075 1.088
.5000-.5200 0.70 1.183 1.183 1.176 1.183
.5200-.5400 0.77 1.294 1.294 1.294 1.294




SPECTRAL SOLAR CELL RESPONSE ON MARTIAN SURFACE (contd)
Wavelength S(A)
Interval (µ) Solar Cell Hm(^) S(A) p Surface
H (A) S(A) pAResponse Model m
(Relative Units) 7mb 5mb 21mb Above Atmosphere
.5600-.5800 0.87 1.436 1.436 1.427 1.436
.5800-.6000 0.91 1.483 1.483 1.474 1.483
.6000-.6200 0.93 1.469 1.469 1.469 1.469
.6200-.6400 0.95 1.368 1.368 1.368 1.368
.6400-.6600 0.97 1.377 1.377 1.377 1.377
.6600-.6800 0.99 1.346 1.346 1.346 1.346
.6800-.7000 1.000 1.280 1.280 1.280 1.280
.7000-.7200 1.000 1.200 1.200 1.200 1.200
.7200-.2400 1.000 1.120 1.120 1.120 1.120
.7400-.7600 0.98 1.068 1.068 1.068 1.068
.7600-.7800 0.96 1.027 1.027 1.027 1.027
.7800-.8000 0.94 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968
.8000-.8200 0.90 0.864 0.864 0.864 0.864
.8200-.8400 0.85 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782
.8400-.8600 0.78 0.702 0.702 0.702 0.702
.8600-.8800 0.71 0.611 0.611 0.611 0.611
.8800-.9000 0.62 0.515 0.515 0.515 0.515













( .9600-.9800 0.25 0.173 0.173 0.173 0.173
.9800-1.000- 0.18 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121
1.000-1.030 0.13 0.092 0.092 0.092 0.092
1.030-1.050 0.08 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.018
1.050-1.100 0.05 0 0 0 0.030
1.100-1.300 0.03 0 0 0 0.018
f
SUM: 27.526 27.549 27.480 27.639
-
^ Table 1-VI presents the total cell output in relative units for the four
cases considered above as well as the ratio of the output for the three




EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION ON CELL OUTPUT
Cell Output	 Output Relative to
Cell Location	 (Relative Units) No Atmospheric Attenuation Case
Above Atmosphere	 27.64	 1.000
Surface (5mb)	 27.55	 0.9967
Surface (7mb)	 27.53	 0.9959
Surface (21mb)	 27.48	 0.9942
Table 1-VII contains the output of a solar cell, in relative units, at
different orbital positions of Mars for the atmospheric model which
assumes 7mb of surface pressure. The figures in brackets represent
upper and lower limits to the output and are a consequence of the
uncertainty in the absolute value of the solar constant.
TABLE 1-VII
CELL OUTPUT FOR 7mb SURFACE PRESSURE
















1.5 POLYNOMIAL FIT TO ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION CURVES
The previous analysis shows the "noon" transmission factor to be around
0.99; however, JPL is presently using 0.95 as a worst case. Therefore,
we now choose T o to be 0.99, 0.97 or 0.95. The particular value used
when running the computer program will be at the user's discretion.
In order to facilitate computation, a computer polynomial curve fit
program was run for these three cases using the curves of Fig. 1-7.
The 6th order polynomial
T = a0 + a 1B + a262 + . . . a696
T	 effective transmission factor
8 = elevation angle (from local vertical)
a0 1 2 . . . = coefficients
appears to offer the best fit.
When these polynomials are evaluated, the computer points match the
original data, as noted in Fig.	 1-8.
Figure 1-9 lists
from
a small program used to compute intermediate points;
is	 inoutput	 this program shown	 Figs.	 1-10, 1-11, and 1-12.
Figure 1-13 is a plot of the fitted equations.
1.6 SOLAR CELL RADIATION DEGRADATION ON THE MARTIAN SURFACE
The solar cell radiation degradation occurring on the Martian surface
has been calculated using Fig. 4-51 of the Yoyager Environmental Studies
and Figs. 1-14, 1-15, 1-16. Two conditions were investigated: (a)
average solar flare fluxes at 7 mb pressure, and (b) maximum solar
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10	 READ(2 ► 20)	 (A(K)9K•1 ► 4)
READ(2920)	 (A(K)#K n 5 ► 7)
20	 FORMAT14E15 ► 8)
WRITE(3 ► 21)A
21	 FORMAT(1H197E17.89/2XI 	 ARE COEFFICIENTS 091 ► 2s.o ► 6o 1 ► // 1H 	91ANGLEI
* ► 3X $ ATTN ► 	 FACTOR+ ► /)





	 L%2 ► 7
50	 Y•Y+A(L)*X**(L-1)
40	 WRITE(3 ► 60)K ► Y




















1 0.99095112E 00 46 0.98565401E 00
2 0.99152266E 00 47 0.98509774E 00
3 0.99189522E 00 48 0.98451819E 00
4 0.99199861E 00 49 0.98392157E 00
5 0.99191591E 00 50 0.98331437E 00
6 0.99168384E 00 51 0.98270316E 00
7 0.99134325E 00 52 0.98209445E 00
8 0.99092949E 00 53 0.98149454E 00
9 0.99047282E 00 54 0.98090933E 00
10 0.98999877E 00 55 0.98034412E 00
11 0.98952858E 00 56 0.97980344E 00
12 0oi8907948E 00 57 0.9797.9084E 00
13 0.98866508E 00 58 0.97880860E 00
14 0.98829570E 00 59 0.97835755E 00
15 0.98797867E 00 60 0.97793682E 00
16 0.98771868E 00 61 0.97754354E 00
17 0.98751804E 00 62 0.97717256E 00
18 0.96737696E 00 63 0.97681621E 00
19 0.98729384E 00 64 0.97646393E 00
20 0.98726552E 00 65 0.97610201E 00
21 0.96728753E 00 66 0.97571319E 00
22 0.99735432E 00 67 0.97527648E 00
23 0.98745946E 00 68 0.97476654E 00
24 0.98759587E 00 69 0.97415358E 00
25 0.98775600E 00 70 0.9734028CE 00
26 0.98793203E 00 71 0.97247410E 00
.27 . 0.96811602E 00 72 0.97132159E 00
28 0.98830007E 00 73 0.96989328E 00
29 0.98847644E 0: 74 0.96813050E 00
30 0.98863773E 00 75 0.96596765E 00
31 0.98877697E 00 76 0.96333152E 00
32 0.98888770E 00 77 0.96014102E 00
33 0.98896411E 00 78 0.95630659E 05
34 0.98900107E 00 79 0.95172971E 00
35 0.98899426E 00 80 0.94630245E 00
36 0.98894013E 00 81 0.93990686E 00
37 0.98883603E 00 82 0.93241453E 00
38 0.98868021E 00 83 0.92368600E 00
39 0.98847179E 00 84 0.91357021E 00
40 0.98821084E 00 85 0.90190383E 00
41 0.98789830E 00 86 0.88851098E 00
42 0.98753599E 00 87 0.87320214E 00
43 0.98712659E 00 88 0.85577406E 00
44 0.98667356E 00 89 0.83600879E 00









1 0.972C3444E 00 46 0.95725245E 00
2 0.97363706E 00 47 0.95588682E 00
3 0.97455759E 00 48 0.95446515E 00
4 0.97492455E 00 49 0.952951959E 00
5 0.97485206E 00 50 0.95150264E 00
6 0.97444076E 00 51 0.94998688E 0^
7 0.97377867E CO 52 0.948 46462E 00
8 0.97294214E 00 53 0.94694758E 00
9 0.97199660E 00 54 0.94544543E 00
10 0.97099750E 00 55 0.94397050E 00
11 0.96999097E 00 56 0.9425272 4 00
12 0.96901469E 00 57 0.94112182E 00
13 0.96809859E 00 58 0.93975662E CO
14 0.96726555E 00 59 0.938 43070E 00
15 0.96653208E 00 60 0.93713925E CO
16 C.96590903E 00 61 0.93587309E 00
17 0.96540213E 00 62 0.93461794E 00
18 0.96501268E 00 63 0.93335393E 00
19 0.96473806E 00 64 0.93205485E 00
20 0.96457232E 00 65 0.93068751E 00
21 0.96450665E 00 66 0.92921101E 00
22 0.96452994E 00 67 0.92757606E 00
23 0.96462919E 00 68 0.92572412E 00
24 0.96478995E 00 69 0.92358670E 00
25 0.96499679E 00 70 0.92108450E 00
26 0.96523359E 00 71 0.91812555E 00
27 0.96548399E 00 72 0.91460938E 00
28 0.96573163E 00 73 0.91041613E 00
29 0.96596052E 00 74 0.90541551E 00
30 0.96615530E 00 75 0.89946096E 00
31 0.96630145E 00 76 0.89238970E 00
32 0.96638556E 00 77 0.88402155E 00
33 0.96639546E 00 78 0.87415F14E 00
34 0.96632047E 00 79 0.86258151E 00
35 0.96615146E 00 80 0.84905344E 00
36 0.96588098E 00 81 0.83331389E 00
37 0.96550339E 00 82 0.81508024E 00
38 0.96501484E 00 83 0.79404592E 00
39 0.96441336E 00 84 0.76987916E 00
40 0.96369882E 00 85 0.74222195E 00
41 0.96287294E 00 86 097106SE54E 00
42 0.96193921E 00 87 0.67486445E 00
43 0.96090281E 00 88 0.63430489E 00
44 0.95977052E 00 89 0@58853364E 00










1 0.95247394E 00 46 0.92916274" 00
2 0.95437521E 00 47 0.92727034E CO
3 0.95546418E 00 48 0.92529534E 00
4 0195589225E 00 49 0.92325013E 00
5 0.95579 1 83E 00 50 0.9211 4 740E 00
6 0.95528751E 00 51 0.91999976E 00
7 0.95447709E 00 52 C.91681933E CO
8 0.95345260E 00 53 0.91461730E 00
9 0.95229132E 00 54 0.91240354E 00
10 0.95105871E 00 55 0.91018604E 00
11 0.94980936E 00 56 0.90797045E 00
12 0.94858788E 00 57 0.90575948E CO
13 0.94742980E 00 58 0.90355233E 00
14 0.94636234E 00 59 0.90134407E 00
15 0.94540526E 00 60 0.85912505E 00
16 0.94457163E 00 61 C98968800SE 00
17 0.94386853E 00 62 0.89458789E 00
18 0o9432979OE 00 63 0.89222023E CO
19 0.94285567E 00 64 C•88974118E CO
20 0.94253844E 00 65 0.88710634E CO
21 0.942333C6E 00 66 0.88426189E CO
22 0.94222772E 00 67 0.8811439CE CO
23 0.94220738E CO 68 0.87767720E CO
24 0.94225530E 00 69 0.87377467E 00
25 0.94235351E 00 70 0.86933599E CO
26 0.94249325E CO 71 0.8642 4 700E 00
27 0.94262539E 00 72 O.F5937826E 00
28 0o'94276083E 00 73 0.85158433E CO
29 0.94287081E 00 74 0.84370241E CO
30 0.94293727E 00 75 0.83455141E 00
31 0.94294311E 00 76 0.82393062E 30
32 0.94287245E 00 77 0.81151868E CO
33 0.94271086E 00 78 0.79737211E CO
34 0.94244553E 00 79 0.78092435E 00
35 0.94206545E 00 80 0.76198415E 00
36 .	 94156152E 00 81 0.74023459E 00
37 0.94092564E 00 62 0.71533137E 00
38 0094015576E 00 83 0968690164E 00
39 0.93924596E 00 84 0.65454249E 00
40 0.93819638E 00 85 0.61781962E 00
41 0.93700821E 00 86 0.57626564E 00
42 0.93568464E 00 87 0.52937875E 00
43 0.93423073E OC 88 0.47662110E 00
44 0.93265328E 00 89 0.41741715E CO
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The results of the calculations are summarized in Table 1-VIIIa and b
for three coverglass thicknesses. The degradation is practically nil
for all coverglass thickness under the average surface solar flare flux.
The maximum flux on the surface can cause degradation up to 21% using
3 mil Si02 coverglass or 11% using 12 mil Si02 coverglass.
The technique for calculating the degradation is summarized as follows:
Using Fig. 1-4 taken from Fig. 4-51 of the Voyager Environmental Stand-
ards, 25 September 1967, the flux versus energy was determined. Using
Fig. 1-15, the proton fluxes were converted to 1 MeV electron equivalent
fluxes using the conversion factor K and multiplying K by 0, where 0
original flux, and K is obtained from Fig. 1-15.
Figure 1-16 was used to determine the range energy of various thick-
nesses of Si02 coverglass which thus determined the minimum proton
energy of concern.
Figure 1-17 was used to determine the degradation in maximum power
using the flux, 1O, from Tables 1 -IX or 1-X.
The following assumptions should be noted concerning the calculations
of solar cell degradation:
a. No degradation has occurred during transit to Mars.
b. No degradation occurs between injection into orbit and landing.
c. Solar cells are 10 ohm-cm N/P silicon.
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TABLE 1- I I
SOLAR CELL DEGRADATION  0§ MARTIAN SURFACE
\
^
A END OF ONE YEAR, AVERAGE CONDITIONS





\ 12	 <<<  l
\ E TABLE l- IIIb
{ MAXIMUM CONDITIONS 


















MARTIAN SURFACE: SOLAR FLARE PROTON
INTEGRAL ENERGY SPECTRAL
Ref. Fig. 4-51 Voyager Environmental Studies
7 mb Pressure, Average Conditions
Energy , EP 0 2  2 KO
(Mev) P cr K (e/cm	 for E - 1 Mev)
1 4.4 x 108 4 x 104 1.76 x	 ',013
2 1.6 x 108 2.7 x 104 4.3 x 1012
4 5.0 x 10 7 1.5 x 104 7.5 x 1011
6 2.9 x 10 7 1.1 x 104 3.2 x 1011
8 1.7 x 10 7 8.2 x 103 1.4 x 1011
10 1 x 10 7 6.8 x 103 6.8 x 1010
15 7 x 106 4.8 x 103 3.3 x 1010
20 3.1 x 106 3.6 x 103 1.1 x 1010
40 1 x 106 2 x 103 2 x 109
80 3.1 x 105 1.2 x 103 3.7 x 108





MARTIAN SURFACE: SOLAR FLARE PROTON
INTEGRAL ENERGY SPECTRA
7 mb Pressure, 95% Tolerance Limit, Maximum
Energy, Ep
(Mev)
0	 2(P /cm K
14 2.4 x 1010 2 x 104 4.8 x 1014
4 1.8 x 10
10
1.5 x 104 2.7 x 1014
6 101 x 10 41.1 x 10 1.1 x 1410
8 7 x 109 8.2 x 103 5.7 x 1013
10 5 x 109 6.8 x 103 3.4 x 1013
20 2 x 109 3.6 x 103 7.2 x 1012
40 8 x 108 2 x 103 1.6 x 1012
80 83 x 10 31.2 x 10 3.6 x 1110
100 2.5 x 108 103 2.5 x 1011
















Referring to Table 1-VIIlb, it is seen that under the maximum conditions
of solar radiation and flare activity, and minimum coverglass thickness
^a
	
of 3 mils, a 21% reduction of cell power will occur at the end of one
year. When running the environmental analysis computer program, the
user selects either average or maximum solar flare activity models.
If the maximum conditions are selected, the 21% degradation is linearly
applie l over a period of 1 year.
1.7 SOLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS MODEL AND POWER CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
A study was made of a method by which the maximum power from a typical
space mission type of solar cell might be determined for arbitrary il-
luminations and temperatures. A Mariner 1 69 type cell was selected as
typical for interplanetary missions.
The equation of a typical 4 cm  Mariner 1 69 solar cell voltage-current
curve shown in Fig. 1-18 is
I	 A - Bed
(A, B and a are obtained by a mathematical fit to the curve of Fig. 1-18.)
In this case, if I = current (milliamps), V - voltage (volts), then A
112.0, B = 0.823 x 10 4 , a = 23.94. If this cell is placed in a zero
air mass environment at the earth ' s distance from the sun, then
I = Y (A - Be
OV )	 (1)
where, y = 1.18, an empirically determined constant which converts the
100 mW /cm 2 tungsten curve to 140 mW/cm 2 AMO conditions. The equation
of the voltage-current curve for solar cells at other test temperatures
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coordinate transformation illustrated in Fig. 1-19. Here, (h, k) denote
the V and I coordinates, respectively, of the new origin, 0 1 , relative
to the (original) coordinate system in Fig. 1-18. Thus, the coordinate
transformation is
I = k + I'
V = h + V'	 (2)
where, I', V' are the new vai" c of I and V, respectively. The values
of h and k are calculable for each test temperature. Substituting (2)
in (1) and removing the primes on I and V, we get the following general
equation ror the voltage-current curve:
I = y [A - Bea(h + V)] - k .	 (3)
Now, the power, P, generated by the solar cell is
P = IV = y [A - Bea(h + V) ] V - kV	 (4)
We are interested in determining the value of V which maximizes P.
One way to do this is to let the computer assign values to V, evaluate
P given by (4), and then establish when P achieves a maximum. Another
way to determine the critical value of V is to let the computer solve
the equation, dP/dV = 0, for V. Taking the derivative, dP/dV, in
Equation (4) and setting it equal to zero, we obtain
aV = In \^ll	 (5)
where,





Figure 1-19. Coordinate Transformation Due to
Temperature Effects
V'
The value of V which satisfies Equation (5) is the value which
maximizes P.
To determine maximum ower of the cell for a s ecified tem eraturep	 p	 p
and solar intensity, using this method, the following transcendental
equation has to be solved for V.
^




This is a nonlinear equation that can be put in the form:
f(V) = 0
or
f(V) - a In ^CLVi1/ - V	 0	 (7)
Equation ( 7) proves to be smooth and well behaved around its root.
Therefore, the Newton -Raphson successive iterations method was adopted
since it gives excellent results for this type of equation, and is a
simple computational routine Lo program.
The basic Newton -Raphson formula is
Vi+l = Vi - i(Vi )/ f '( Vd ,	 (8)
where Vi+l is the i + 1st approximation to the root,
and
f' (V) a df V
dV
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The first derivative of Equation (6) is
f' (V)
cxV+l_	 (g)
Therefore Equation (8) becomes
Vi+1 = Vi +: a In (w7i)Vi ^i+l	 (10)
 CIV1+2
The initial value of V is based on the prior knowledge of the voltage
at maximum power for the nominal I-V curve modified by the voltage
offset due to a non-nominal temperature.
That is, the initial "guess" value is:
Vi
 = 0.5 + AV . where
	
(11)
AV comes from Equation (14).
In the subroutine Equation (7) is solved by successive iteration. Each
guess Vi is replaced by 
Vi+1' This procedure continues until the fol-
lowing equality is ratified.
Vi - Vi+l 1 , e	 (12)
where a is the allowable e-:ror.
The voltage and current modi"ying equations are
AI = T  (T - 28) = k	 (13)
AV = T
V 
(28- T) - Al Rs = h	 (14)
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where
T  = short circuit temperature coefficient
Tv = open circuit voltage coefficient
T = temperature, °C
Rs = series resistance
Since it can be shown experimentally that the maximum power poinr is
a linear function of solar intensity, for constant temperature condi-
tions, a straight line proportional method is used to determine the
power for other than AMO conditions.
A listing of the computer subroutine which implements the preceding
ideas is found in Table I-XII, along with a test printout exercising
the subroutine.
Figure 1-20 is a graphical display of the computer results.
At the suggestion of JPL*, the values of T  and TV were made functions
of solar intensity, I, in the following manner:
Tc = al+b
Tv = cI, c = 8.5 x 10-4 my °C-1 mW
-1
 cm 





and b = 2.48 ma 0C-1.
55 < I, a = -4.08 x 10 -4 , b = 2.24
I: mw cm
-2
These were derived by fitting straight lines to the appropriate sections
of the given curves.
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Figure -20. Computer Solar Cell Model Characteristics
Graph - Intensity versus Cell Output
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1.8 PANEL TEMPERATURE ESTIMATION AND HEAT BALANCE
Three temperatures affect the solar panel:
a. Surface temperature, T
Solar panel heat exchange with the surface is entirely
by radiation.
b. Local ambient atmospheric temperature, T
Solar panel heat exchange with the local s ambient air is
entirely by convection.
C.	 Upper atmosphere (sky) temperature, T .
Solar panel heat exchange with the upper atmosphere is
entirely by radiation. Some panel radiant energy is absorbed
by the CO2 bands in the upper atmosphere and most is passed
into deep space.
Upper atmosphere temperature, Ta , can be assumed constant throughout the
day, at some fixed level. The best number is based on a heat balance
of the entire planet, which is a function of latitude only.
The atmosphere is nearly transparent to solar radiation but absorbs 	 -_
approximately 10% of radiant energy from a source at 300 0K.	 _.
The following data were provided by JPL for use in the thermal analysis:
a. Martian surface and atmospheric diurnal temperature profiles
(Figure 1-21). These profiles can be used for the time period
of the proposed landing date, December 1973. The temperatures
at +40 and -40 degrees latitude are so clo y ,:  (in this season)
that the same curve can be used for both la-%itudes.
b. Martian surface albedo. The monochromatic wavelength de-
pendence of the geomatrical albedo and its product with the
phase integral which is known as the spherical or Bond albedo
is shown in Table 1-XIII. The integral Bond albedo (for all
wavelengths) is 0.295 ±0.073. The corresponding total
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TABLE 1-XIII
VARIATION OF ALBEDO WITH WAVELENGTH
0
	
(A)	 4050	 4250	 4550	 4945	 5430	 5980	 6360
Geometrical	 0.049	 0.054	 0.081	 0.097	 0.131	 0.194	 0.227Albedo
Bond Albedo	 0.047	 0.053	 0.084	 0.106	 0.1.0	 0.24	 0.30
The albedo of the polar caps decreases from 0 . 4 to 0 . 5 (0.45 ±0.03) in
the fall to only 0.3 to 0.4 (0.35 ±0.025) in the spring.
	
C.	 Convective heat transfer coefficient. The estimate range is
0.02 (VM-8, natural) to 1.24 (VM-10, forced) BTU/HR/FT2/oR.
d. Solar panel temperature at touchdown. Based on thermal
analysis done to date there appears to be nn reliable
method to predict what these temperatures would be.
After study of the above data, the following thermal balance analysis
was performed:
The array is assumed to rest on a fully illuminated surface with the
sun's vector at an angle ^p to a line normal to the panel surface. A
?	 heat balance on an isolated portion of the panel is described below.
In words (for the cell side of the panel):
Solar heating - heat converted to electricity + sunlight reflected
from surface = heat radiated to space + heat radiated to upper atmos-
phere + heat radiated to surface + heat convected to atmosphere + heat
conducted to rear surface of panel.
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k
In symbols: (See Nomenclature, Table 1-XIV)
C1 FGs COS T
 - cr FGs11 cos y + AmGSF F1-masl
	
(1 - F1-m) teldT4
+ (1 - F1
-m) (1-0 e1 (aTi -O Ta) 
+ F1-m el (QT4 - ^)




In words (for the back side of the panel):
Heat conducted from front + sunlight reflected from surface =- heat
radiated to space + heat radiated to atmosphere + heat radiatei to
surface + heat convected to atmosphere.
In symbols:
C(T1 - T2) + F2-RAM Gs
	
- e2F2-stc'T2 + e2F2-s(1-t) (OT2 - a'Ta)
+ F2-m.e2(oT4 - CrTm) + h(T2 - Ts )	 (16)
TABLE 1-XIV
NOMENCLATURE
asl = solar absorptivity, cell side
as2 = solar absorptivity, back side
F = transmission factor to sunlight
Gs = solar constant at Mars orbit, watts/in2
11 = solar panel efficiency
Am
 = Mars surface albedo in the immediate area of the Spacecraft
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^s
*F 1-m = back side view facto *. of Mars surface
*F 2-s = back side view factor of space
*F 1-M = cell side view factor of Mars surface
t = atmospheric transmissivity to thermal radiation from
solar panel
Q = Boltzmann's Constant, 36.6 x 10-12 w/iri 2 o K 4
T 1 = cell. side temperature 0 
**Ta = sky temperature 0 
**Tm = surface temperature 0 
**h = heat transfer coefficient, watts/in. OK
C = conductance of solar panel (assumed zero for simplicity)
T2 = back side surface temperature (assumed equal to front
side)
0 = elevation angle cf solar panel
cp = angle between sun's vector and a line normal to the
panel surface
Ts = ambient atmospheric temperature
e = emmissivity
Setting T1 = T2 (for panel with a high thermal conductance) combining
terms and simplifying results in
FGs [asl cos cp (1 - 11) + (cts1F1 -m + at.s2F2-m) Aml
+ (1 - F	 + F	 ) (1	 t) e oT4 + (F	 + F	 ) e CT  + hT
1-m	 2-s	 a	 1-m	 2-m	 m	 s
= df4 e (1 + F2-s + F2-m) + hT
Eliminating the first - order terms gives the results for zero convection.
* = A function of panel orientation relative to the surface.











h = 0.00454 w/in2 o 
F2-m = ^(1 + cos 0)
F2-s = 1 - F2-m
F 	 ' [l + cos (Tr - 0)
3
i In order to solve this equation for the panel temperature, T, a numetL-
cal technique is employed. The first part consists of entering into core
storage tabulated functions (supplied by JPQ of the air and surface
temperatures vs. hours past midnight, for 0 0 and ±400 latitude, as in
Figure 1-21. Two interpolation methods are then used to find T and T .
m	 s
A linear interpolation is made between time of day data points (given
each hour past midnight) for the four temperatures at 0 0
 and 400
 latitude.
If the spacecraft lies on the Martian surface between the ±40 0
 latitude
points, a cosine interpolation is employed to obtain surface and air
tem0eratures at the given location. An estimate of the panel temperature
is made, by assuming it to be equal to the surface value. Following
this "guess", the 4th order heat balance equation is solved by the
method of Newton-Raphsot:, using a convergence criteria of 0.1 OK.
If the spacecraft lies between ±40 0 and ±900
 latitude, the same method
is followed, with the exception that surface and air temperatures are
linearly extrapolated to -80 0C between ±40 0 and ±900
 latitude. This
assumes the polar cap (s) are solid carbon dioxide, bad the immediate
polar surface temperatures and air temperatures are equal in the vicinity
of the spacecraft.
The assumptions used in the computer subroutine are
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where 9 is shown in Fig. 1-22
SURFACE OF PLANET
Figure 1-22
1.9 ORBITAL AND GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
The following subsection describes a method of computing the angle be-
tween the normal to the solar panel surface and the direction of the sun.*
The power delivered by the solar panel on the Martian surface depends
on the angle, y, between the normal to the panel surface and the direc-
tion from the panel to the sun (refer to Fig. 1-23). The derivation
of this angle requires, essentially, the derivation of three coordinate
transformations. We begin with the inertial coordinate system shown in
Fig. 1-24. Here, the origin lies at the center of Mars and the XY
plane coincides with Mars' orbital plane (i.e., the "Martian Ecliptic").
The positive Z axis points in the direction of the orbital angular mo-
mentum vector. The positive X axis points in the direction of the Mar-
tian Vernal Equinox, i.e., the direction of a line drawn from the center
of Mars to the center of the sun when the sun crosses the Martian equa-
tor going from "south" (negative declination) to "north" (positive da-
clination). The angle between X and the direction to the sun is denoted
by S. The angle 9 is measured in the XY plane. In Fig. 1-25, the
plane of the paper is Mars' orbital plane. The position of Mars in its
*See page 57, Table XV, for nomenclature of terms used.
TABLE XV
NOMENCLATURE
' Y =	 Angle between direction of sun and solar panel normal
6 =	 Angle between direct,): 	 of sun and X axis
f r =	 Distance of Mars from sun (radius vector)
cp =	 True anomaly of Mars
a =	 Semimajor axis of Mars orbit
e =	 Eccentricity of Mars orbit
DS =	 Declination of the sun (relative to Mars)
Oh =	 Midnight on Greenwich meridian
U.T. =	 Universal time
J.D. =	 Julian date
M =	 Mean anomaly of Mars
t =	 Time (Julian day)
to =	 Time (Julian day) at Mars perihelion
T =	 Orbital period of Mars
i =	 Inclination of Mars equator to Mars' orbital plane
S =	 Mars - Sun unit vector
I =	 Unit vector along X axis
J =	 Unit vector along Y axis
=	 Rotation angle of Mars
w =	 Rotation rate of Mars
R =	 Radius vector from center of Mars to spacecraft on surface
a =	 Longitude of spacecraft on Mars' surface
X =	 Latitude of spacecraft on Mars' surface
T =	 Angle between R and S
n -	 Unit normal vector to solar panel
p =	 Angle between n and local vertical
a =	 Angle between north-south spacecraft meridian and projection
of n in local horizontal plane
' r =	 Perihelion distance of Mars
p
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Figure 1-25
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elliptical orbit is defined by r and Cp, where r is the distance of Mars
from the sun, and the angle CP is the true anomaly of Mars. The angle
cp l
 is the value of ^P when the sun crosses the Martian equator, golag
from "south" co "north." From Fig. 1-25 we see that
0 - Cp - pi	 (11)
If the value of r at the instant, cp - Cp l , were known, then cp 1 could he
determined from the equation of the ellipse,
L 1	 -	 1 + e cos ^O
	 (18)
r	 a (1 - e2)
where, a and a are the semimajor axis and eccentricity, respectively,
of Mars' orbit.
	
The instant the sun crosses the Martian equator, from
south to north, can be determined from the values of DS (declination
of the sun) given in the table, "Ephemeris for Physical Observation.:;,
for Oh Universal Time," appearing in the American Ephemeris and N:.utical
Almsnac (AENA).	 By 0h Universal Time we mean midnight on the meridian
passing through Greenwich, England. 	 (For example, July 4, 0h U.T.
means midnight on the Greenwich meridian at the beginning of the day,
July 4.)	 By plotting the values of DS on page 326 of the 1964 edition
of the AENA and changing the time scale from Universal Time to Julian
Days* ( the Julian Day begins at Greenwich noon), it is seen that DS - 0
" (where, dDS /dt > 0) on J . D. 243 8651 . 35.	 By plotting the Radius Vector,
r, given on page 173 of the 1964 AENA, as a function of time (Julian
Days), we see that r - 1.5675 A.U. on J.D. 243 8651 . 35.	 Here, A.U. -
{- 1 astronomical unit.	 Since a - 1.5236 A.U. and e - 0.093375 for Mars'
orbit, therefore, Equation ( 18) gives
cos cp1 - -0.39007.
*1 Julian Day - 1 Mean (earth) Solar Day.
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Now, from page 172 of the 1964 AENA, we see that Mars passes through
perihelion (i.e., the Radius Vector is a minimum) on approx4vnately J.D.
243 8456.5. This Julian Date is approximately 195 days prior to the
event, D s = 0. Since the Martian year (orbital period of Mars) is
687.47 days, these two events are separated by less than half a Martian
year. Hence, from Fig. 1-25, it is apparent that 0 < cp1 < n. Therefore,
¢1 = 112.9582 deg.	 (19)
The true anomaly, cp, in Equation (17) is given by
3
y~1 = M + 2e sin M + 4 e 2 si n 2M + 12 (13 sin 3M- 3 sin M)
4
+ 96 (103 sin 4M - 44 sin 2::) +	 (20)
where, M is the mean anomaly, liven by
M = TL ( t - t o )	 (21)
Here, to = Time (Julian Day) when Mars passes through its perihelion,
and T = orbital period of Mars - 687.47 mean solar days. (Knowing CP,
the distance, r, can be determined from Equation (18).)
The origin of the xyz coordinate system in Fig. 1-26 lies at the center
of Mamma. Also, the x axis points to the Martian vernal equinox, the z
axis lies along the Martian polar axis (or, spin axis) and points in
the direction of Mars' spin angular momentum vector, and the xy plane
is Mars' equatorial plane. The angle i denotes the inclination of Mars'
equator to its orbital plane. Here, i = 23
0
 59'. Let S denote a unit
vector pointing toward the center of the sun from the center of Mars,
Then, from Fig. 1-24




















where, I and J are unit vectors along the positive X and X axes, re-
spectively. From Fig. 1-26 we have I = i, J = j cos i + k sin i, K =
-j sin i + k cos i.
Hence,
S= i cos 0+ j cos i sin 0+ k sin i sin 6 	 (22)
The origin of the x'y'z' coordinate system in Fig. 1-27 lies at the
center of Mars. The z' axis coincides with Mars' polar axis and the
XI, y' axes are fixed in the planet. Thus, the x' axis passes through
that meridian which passes through some distinguishable [=cLcure on the
Martian surface. The x'y' plane is Mars' equatorial plane. Here,
^ = w (t - t')  + 0'	 (23)
where, 0' is the value of ^ at some specified time t', and w is the
spin-angular velocity of Mars. The period of rotation of Mars is 24 hr
37.38 min of mean solar time. Since a mean solar day = 24 hr = 1 Julian
Day, therefore, the rotation period equals 24 hr 37.38 min/24 Julian
days, or, 1.026 Julian days. Consequently
360 deg 
= 350.87719 deg/Julian day.
1.026
From Fig. 1-27,
i = i' cos	 - j' sin 0, j = i t sin S + j' cos 0, k = k'.
Hence, Equation (22) becomes
S	 =	 it
	
(cos 0 cos 0 + sin	 cos i sin 0)	 - j'	 (sin 3 cos 0















0In Fig. 1-28, R denotes the radius vector from the center of Mars to
the spacecraft on Mars' surface. Here, R = radius of Mars, and pc, X
are the longitude and latitude, respectively, of the spacecraft. As
a
before, the unit vector S points to the sun. The spacecraft will be
in the sunlight when 'Y < 1T/2 (refer to Fig. 1-28) and it will be in the
shadow of Mars when 'Y > 7/2. Now,
R = i'
R	
cos a cos X + j' sin a cos X + k' sin X.
From Equation ( 24) we then have
N
S • R = cos Y = cos a cos X (cos 0 cos 6 + sin 0 cos i-
sin 0) - sin a cos X (sin ^ cos 8 - cos P cos i•
sin 6) + sin ^ sin i sin 8
	
(25)
When, cos Y > 0, the spacecraft is in the sunlight; when, cos Y < 0,
the spacecraft is in Mars' shadow.
The origin of the	 coordinate system in Fig. 1-29 coincides with
the spacecraft. Here, 	 points in the same direction as R, 7 lies in
the plane of the (north-south) meridian which passes through the space-
craft, and I is perpendicular to both C and ^,. From the figure we see
that
= i' cos a cos n + j' sin a cos X + k' sink,
- i' sin a + j' cos a,




































In Fig. 1-30 n denotes the unit normal to the solar panel surface.
Here, µ = angle between n and the local vertical, ^, and a - angle be-
tween the north-south meridian through the spacecraft and the projection
of n in the local horizontal plane. We see that
H
n =	 cos µ + sin p sin a + sin µ cos c
Substituting from Equation (26) we then have
n = i' n  + j' n  + k' n z 	(27)
where,
n	 = cos a cos % cos µ - sin * sin p sin a - sin X cos 0Y-
x
sin p cos a
n = sin a cos X cos µ + cos a sin µ sin a - sin X sin a.
y
sin p cos a
n = sin X cos p + cos X sin µ cos a	 (27a)
Z
Recall, we are interested in determining the angle, y, between n and
the direction from the location of the solar panel (spacecraft) to the
sun. Although the unit vector S originates at the center of Mars, a
negligible angular error will be introduced if we consider S to origi-
nate at the spacecraft. In Fig. 1-31, S' denotes S when S originates
at the spacecraft, and 6 denotes the angle between S and S'. The maxi-



























 = perihelion distance of Mars. Since, R
	 3.41 x 103 km and
r p
	2.07 x 108 km, therefor«,
6max = 1.65 x 10 -5 rad = 3.4 sec of arc.
i
Since this is a negligible angle, we shall consider S to originate at
the spacecraft.
The angle Y is defined in Fig. 1-23. From Equations (24) and (27) we
finally have
n • S = cos Y - n  S  + n  Sy + n  S 	 (28)
where, nx , ny , n  are given by Equation (27a) and
S	 = cos 0 cos 8+ sin 0 cos i sin 8
x
S	 -sin 0cos 8+ cos 0 cos i sin 8
y
S 	 - sin i sin 8	 (28a)
To summarize, values of the following quantities must be specified in
order to compute y(t).
to = time (Julian Day) that Mars passes through perihelion
t' - time (Julian Day) that	 = P'
P' = a known value of 0
a = longitude of spacecraft on Mars' surface
X = latitude of spacecraft on Mars' surface
µ = angle between n and local vertical
a = angle between local north-south meridian and projection








TThe origin of the ^, J, !; coordinate system lies at the spacecraft.
lies in the same direction as R, lies in the plane of the (north-
south) meridian which passes through the spacecraft, and 
—1 is 1 to both
N	 ^
^ and f. Here,
S	 i' cos a cos X + j' sin a cos X + k' sin X
H	 ^1	 H
_ - i' sin a + j' cos a
N	 H	 ^	 H






1.10 DAYLIGHT HOURS AVAILABLE IN DECEMBER 1973
When a preliminary computer model and program was written for the
orbital and geometric calculations specified in the previous analysis,
a run was made to determine how long the sun remained above the Mars
horizon at various latitudes.
In addition to producing the graph in Fig. 1-32, this run served to
confirm the key sections of the program which dealt with the various
coordinate transformations coded. The graph of Fig. 1-32 has been
compared to JPL documents and found to be accurate.
1.11 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM AND OPTIONS
The computer program represents a compilation of the previous analyses
into a unified computational element. With this program the user is
allowed wide flexibility in specifying the location and characteristics
of a spacecraft power system of the silicon converter type, located
arbitrarily on the surface of Mars. The test cases and succeeding
printout have been run for the period of 30 days, starting with 1
February 1974, but any time period can be run as well.
This program has been designed to run on the EOS IBM 1130 computer
with disk drive, using IBM Monitor System Version I, Mod. 6, and an
1132 printer. However, by suitable modification of I/O statements,
it can easily be modified to be used on most any Fortran IV language
computer.
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ia. Ore-word integers - where integer variables are stored in
only or- 16-bit word. This feature was chosen to lower core
s ,-. --ge requirements, and is not a necessary computational
	 3
coadit ion .
b. Extended precision - where floating point variables are stored
in 3 16-bit words instead of 2. It is necessary to employ this
precision mode on the 1130 machine because of certain trunca-
tion errors encountered in the 32-bit standard precision mode.
1.11.1 SUMMARY OF REQUIRED INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
The program allows the user to specify the following inputs: (a) the
location of the solar panel in terms of latitude, (b) the orientation
of the panel with respect to the geographic surface; (c) the time
period of the Martian year the calculations are to be made, in terms
of a start and end day, month, and year. (d) the solar intensity atten-
uation models to use for clouds, dust and atmosphere as well as the
solar cell performance model to use due to radiation degradation in
time. In addition, the user can specify the time interval that the
results are printed - from one-half hour intervals up. The output
of the program is a columnar printout by time of such parameters as the
instantaneous power, ti p cumulated energy output, direction of the sun,
sun brightness and instantaneous values of solar transmission factors
of the clouds, dust and atmosphere.
1.11.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The first task is to recd the IBM cards containing the input parameters.
A summary of inputs is then printed. Using Kepler orbital equations,
the program calculates the orbital position of Mars and the distance
of the sun from Mars for midnight Earth Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) of
the start date. Given such things as the Mars equatorial plane to
orbit plane angle, latitude and longitude of the solar panel on Mars,




vector is then calculated for the local geocentric frame using the
method of direction cosines. From this the elevation angle of the
sun relative to the geographic horizontal is determined. The program
then checks to see if this angle puts the sun above or below the horizon.
If below, the program advances time by a fixed interval. This interval
is presently 0.5 hr; it was selected as being small enough to allow
integrating instantaneous power between time points to obtain accumu-
lated energy output with reasonable accuracy, yet large enough so the
program will execute on the computer in a reasonable amount of time.
With each increment in time, the program recalculates the Mars orbital
parameters and the sun elevation angle. This is repeated until the sun
is above the horizon. On the first pass in which the sun is determined
to be above the horizon, the program interpolates between elevation
angles to establish the time of dawn. It then recalculates the environ-
mental state at time of dawn.
Whenever the sun is above the horizon, the program calculates the angle
of the sun relative to the plane of the solar panel (which is at an
arbitrary orientation relative to the "ground" as specified by the
inputs). If the sun is below the solar panel, the program advances in
time and recalculates the orbital parameters and the sun angle. This
continues until the sun is above the panel.
On the first pass that finds the sun elevation to be above the panel,
the program interpolates to establish the point in time the sun reached




From this "sun on panel" time until the "sun off panel" time (or dusk,
whichever occurs first) the program calculates the instantaneous power
output at 0.5-hr intervals. The accumulated energy output is determined
by integrating the instantaneous power from point-to-point using
Simpson's trapezoidal method.
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In addition, the program recognizes which points in time (for each
day) are closest to the maximum power output. In this vicinity, the
program calculates the instantaneous power output at one-minute inter-
vals until it locates the maximum power point.
When dusk (sun , at horizon and descending) is detected, the program
records daily parameters such as the hours of sunlight, when dawn
occurred and total energy generated for the day. It then advances time
to Martian midnight. If this point in time exceeds midnight GMT of the
end of run date, the computer run is terminated. If it is not exceeded,
the routine is repeated for the next day.
1.11.3 CALCULATION OF POWER
The power of the given solar panel is based on the power output of a
2 x 2 cm solar cell multiplied by the area of the panel (an input
parameter). This solar cell's power is determined from its reference
I-V curve after the curve is modified to account for the effects of the
prevailing temperature and solar intensity. Degradation due to high
energy radiation is also accounted for. The maximum power point of
the curve is used.
The solar intensity impinging on the cell is a function of the eleva-
tion of the sun relative to the panel, the distance of the sun from
Mars, and the attenuation of solar flux duce to the atmosphere, clouds
and dust.
1.11.4 DETERMINATION OF ATTENUATION FACTOR
Each attenuation model (atmosphere, clouds, dust and high radiation)
is programmed as a separate subroutine. This means a model can be im-
proved or otherwise changed without disturbing the main program.
Presently both the cloud and dust models provide transmission factors
equal to one. This is because of a baseline established between EOS
and JPL .
Since the inclusion of clouds and dust depends upon data which are
subjected to considerable latitude in interpretation, the subroutines
for these factors return with no effect on the Folar power available.
At a later time, when the data have been more closely defined, inclusion
into the program will be straightforward.
The atmospheric model provides a transmission factor as a function of
sun elevation (relative to local vertical). The user can specify, as
an input parameter, one of four models: (a) no attenuation, (b) mini-
mum attenuation, (c) nominal attenuation, (d) worst case attenuation.
Options (b) through (d) were determined in a previous analysis in this
report.
The present radiation model is linearly proportional to the time the
panel has been present on Mars. An input parameter is the landing
date (in terms of day, month, year) of the spacecraft. This date can
be any date prior to the start date of the run. It is this landing
date that is the input to the radiation model routine. The user can
select either a "no attenuation" model or the "linear with time attenu-
ation' model for radiation. (Presently the second model causes a 21%
degradation in one year, the worst case condition as in Section 1.6).
1.11.5 PANEL TEMPERATURE MODEL
This model is also programmed as a separate subroutine and therefore
is easily modified. Presently, this model determines temperature as a
function of the time of day (how long the sun has been above the horizon)
and the latitude of the spacecraft. The program solves a thermal balance
equation given the JPL atmospheric and surface temperature curves for the




Two input cards are required for each run, and must be read in order
following an //XEQ PARTA card.
Card 1 - Title card.	 I
Col. 1 must contain a "1" which identifies it as the title card.
Col. 2 - 71 can be filled with any alpha-numeric characters to
identify the run.
Col. 72 - 80 not used.
Card 2 - Input Data
Col. 1 must contain a "2" which identifies it as the data card.
Col. 5 - 12	 contains date the run is to start. The format
Ts Mo/Da/Yr. (earth time)
Col. 15 - 22 contains date run is to be terminated. Same format.
Col. 25 - 32 contains date payload landed on surface of Mars.
Same format as above.
Col. 34 Atmospheric model flag.
If 1 use no attenuation model 	 T = 0
o
use minimum attenuation model T o = 0.99
3 use nominal attenuation model T	 = 0.970
4 use worst case attenuation model T o = 0.95
Col. 35 Cloud model flag. Presently not implemented.
Col. 37 Dust model flag. Presently not implemented.
Col. U. Radiation model flag
If 0 use no attenuation model
1 use worst case attenuation model (21%/year)
Col. 40 - 44 Latitude of solar panel. Zero is at the equator,
+ 900 is North Pole, - 90° is South Pole
Col. 45 - 48 Angle of solar panel relative to the ground, 900 	
X




tCol. 50 - 54 This is the azimuth angle of the panel defined as
follows. Let a vector normal to the panel (pointing
out) be projected on the local horizontal plane. The
direction of this projection measured clockwise from
north is the azimuth angle. Thus, for a panel tilted
so as to receive the early morning sun (EW direction)
the azimuth angle would be 900 0(see sketch below).
Col. 56 - 60	 Active area of solar panel in sq. ft.
Col. 61 - 65 Desired power output in watts. For each instantaneous
power point, the program calculates the panel area
required to generate this much power.
Col. 66 - 70 Defines the horizon below which the sun will not be
able to impinge on the solar panel. Can be used to
simulate the blockage of sunlight, such as a hill that
is 150 high.
Col. 72 - 74 Days print interval. If = 1 prints daily summary
every day, if = 3 prints daily summary every third
day, etc.
Col. 76 - 78 Daly frequency print interval. Specifies the number
of times within any Mars day (that a summary is printed)
to print the instantaneous value of parameters.
If = 0 no instantaneous power points are printed, only
the summary is printed. If - 1 the maximum power point
is print only. If = 2 and up the points in time for
dawn, sun on panel, maximum power, sun off panel and
dusk are printed. In addition, this number is divided
into the period of 1 Mars revolution and starting from











1.11.1 MARS SOLAR POWER ANALYSIS PROGRAM EXPLANATION OF OUTPUT DATA
Column 1 - Time of Martian day in hours past nidnight. The Martian
midnight time is 0.0000.
Column 2 - The power output of one 4 cm  solar cell in milliwatts.
Column 3 - The power output of a panel of 4 cm  solar cells whose
area is specified in ft  as an input parameter. Power unit is watts.
Column 4 - The panel area required, in ft 2 , to provide a power output
specified as an input parameter.
Column 5 - The accumulated energy generated by the panel
since the start of the computer run. Units are watt-hours.
Column 6 - Solar intensity at the upper atmosphere of Mars. Units are
milliwatts/cm2.
Column 7, 8, 9 - Solar intensity transmission coefficients for the
Mars atmosphere, cloud cover, and dust environment, respectively.
Column 10 - Magnitude solar intensity after passing through the Mars at-
mosphere, cloud covers, and dust environment. Units are milliwatts/cm2.
Column 11 - Solar intensity normal to panel surface. Units are
milliwatts/cm2.
Column 12 - Temperature of solar panel. Units: Degrees C.
Column 13 - Power output of 4 cm  solar cell before radiation degrada-
tion is applied. Units are milliwatts.
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Column 14 - Percentage of Column 13 actually generated due to
radiation degradation.
Column 15 - Elevation of sun as measured from the local geographic
t-
vertical.	 Units are degrees.
Y Column 15 - Azimuth of sun. That is, the angle measured in the local
geographic horizontal plane between the projection of the sun-Mars
line in that plane and Mars North (measured in the clockwise direction).
Units are degrees.
Column 17 - Elevation of the sun relative to the solar panel surface
vertical.
Line preceding detail printout.
"Mars day" - The number of Martian days that have elapsed since start
of computer program.
"Earth time" - The number of Earth days that have elapsed since mid-
_ night (GMT) of April 20, 1967 to midnight of this Mars day. 	 Adding
Column 1 time to this time gives Earth GMT of that particular point.
"Earth time," is in terms of Earth day, month, year, and hours.
1.12	 TEST CASE PRINTOUT
s
The following conditions apply to the computer runs of this contract:
r Six Site Analysis
i (6)	 Latitudes:	 400N, 300N, 20 0N, Equator, 100S, 20oS
(6)	 Print interval:	 0.5 hr every 5th day, starting 1 February 1974,
ending 30 days later (2 Maich 1974)
(3)	 Cases for attenuation, etc.: 	 Worst, nominal and best. 	 (0.95,




(1) Spacecraft slope position: local horizontal
(1) Required power: 100 watts
(1) Area of panel: 20 sq ft
(1) Dawn angle - 0
The combination of all the above produced 108 pages of output.
Additionally, combinations of the following conditions were run:
(3) Spacecraft slope position: 12 0 , 220 , 240 elevation, E.W. (900
azimuth)
(2) Latitudes: 200S, 300N
(2) Print interval: 0.5 hr on 1 December 1973 and on 1 February 1974.
(2) Cases for attenuation: Nominal and worst (0.99 and 0.95 for
atmosphere)
This produced 24 pages of output.
Selected representative pages are included in this report as follows,
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;r,	 r 7254ELE2
8	 FCP,'+ AT(I1935A2) 7254ELE2
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GO TO 9 7254ELE3
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A4-- 7254ELe3
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» 0'+E	 :- I CRD I`•'TEGERS
WW—=T Ml- E':ERGV 7	M-F'rATD-3T-t.EF-- START OF RUN 72540EF2
C IPI	 - I`!STArTECIJ  	 7250EF2
= IP.ST-A'O'CUS oR3:T BEAU !:CY	 f24:I P I •• 09 TI'•tES/DAY) 7254' EF2
C "ICRO ALL^t'ArtLE	 TI V E	 EP' ^ Q 	IN	 LOCATI " IG	 "AXI'• U t0QWER 7254DEF2
—7 - O	 .•	 •	 :uT	 ) 7254DEF2
C "ADEG M!,/EnSIO",	 FACTOP	 FRG"RADIA';S_T0 . 	 S- DL 72540 EF,2,_
—=LOGICAL U`:IT `:u'+DER OF DCVIC°	 FOUT DAT A 	 IS ON 7254D-TF2
C CUT	 - LOGICAL Ur iT NU ( , E ll OF DEVICE R-.RESULTS 12^EFZ-
U ItAL	 'IT ^U'AE2 OF DEVICE
-
 RESULTS ARE	 TO 0ELnG
	
U" 7254DEF2
C - °"i' TF'	 0>' 7254DEF 2
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-- _-- ZECO ►^D._..	 -	 — -	 —	 _ 7254DEF2
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----	 — ---	 - 7254DEF2
C F' O ":u 'F%E't	CF	 PR03LE"	 END	 TI" E 7254^CF2
^C EY?	 - YEAR OF P o0 ?LE"'END	 TI V E 72541EF2
^_ -'^f" TN "'.u`- 9ER ^^ OArLND IANDTt: G DATE 7254,&
C LDAY	 - DAY OF O AYLOAD LANDING DATE 7254DEF2
=^EAZ OF - PAPL!:^ -LA':DI^IG DAZE----^------ 1254JEF2-
CLDFC	 - W'UD ATTENUATION 1^1)DEL TO USE - NOT IYOLIYENTED 7254DEF2
- RMT USED 7254DEF2
C DSTFG	 - DUST ATTENUATION YODEL TO USE	 NOT INI OLEHENTED 7254DEF2_
_	 -F'L`T USE') 7254DEF2
C ^AD°G	 - RADIATIC`. ATTE"UATIOP: "ODEL TO USE•IF C9NO ATTEN 7254^EF2
-- ----	
- -- -- -- - -^i 21TlTA -7.' 5 4D E F 2
C A7F4	 - .ZFA CF	 SCLA4	 PA •(EL
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- -	 .'a'	 CUT O UT	 11 14	 WATTS 7254DEF2
C FLrrG	 - I F_ 0 USF	 l[FFRE%'CE I-V CURVF FOR SOLAR CELL 7254DEF2
-	 -
;AO^^v3A1^6"NSF NEXT INPUT RECORD 7254DEF2
C ^SI	 - 'AILY SV--A ;v P Q I":TCUT	 INTERVAL 7254DE°2
C'A;;T•. -= %TM.TT PAC-t C60"+TF4	 - --- -	 — -- 7254')EF2
C !.--LOT	 - I"STA A 'TE.30S	 RESULTS	 PRI':T	 I'! TE 4VAL	 IN	 ''ARTIAN'	 DA Y S 7 l p 4t2 F2
' I TI E —rr UT u	 'STAB	 u5 RESULTS 72 54;EF2
• %'nL	 - 7254DZ92
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P .;-011-- IF	 %T	 Su l--. 	lY	 AT	 E P:D	 OF	 CuPR • ',T	 DAY 7254DEF2
C DnTCT	 - CCU"T	 °FT','EE'!	 DAYS 5U- l AiY	 IS	 TO EE PRI\TfD - 7254?EF2._
6^`G— --1^ Co t 4 PASS ADVA^'CI":G hTI"E	 I', SETTI` , G UP FOR NX 725WDEF2
C DA Y CT	 - %UyOF'^ OF vA"TIA%, DAYS SINCE STAIT DAY	 _	 __ _7254DEF2_
—t----- pn I . T ---- . 7254DEF2
P;C"E	 - 7254DEF2
,,	 - 7254DEFZ
C LI`EC	 - I)F LIES p '?I^:TCD 0'' C UR RC!	 OUTPUT PAGE - 7 25Ak^' CF2
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IF 1 #	 SUN AT DAWN	 72S4DEF0-	
• SUN AeOVE HORIZo	 IF Do SUN BELOW HORI2•	 7254DEFO
-	 ENERGY GENERATED BY SOLAR ARRAY FOR CURRE T^D_A r7 7'^u2EFQ
^— SELTT CALLATION tNTERVAL	 ( N EARTH DAYS AND FRACTION OF=	 Cu 7254DEFO
C DAYS)	 _ 72640EFO_
USK
_	 _
-ff'`E-OF SUN'SCT	 IN EARTH T IIE 7254DEFOC
C DUSKF -	 IF	 1#	 SU".	 AT	 DUSK 7254DEF0
SO LAR	 INTENSITY 	AT	 I	 ASTRONO k 'rCAL UNIT	 (AU) 7254DEFO
C EDPu_ R_ -	 NU^19ER OF EA?TH DAYS P ER MARS REVOLUTIQy_
-C— E)C -I TAL VALUE OF ECCE ' TRIO ANO+"ALY 7254DEFO
C EK2 -	 " E:1 TRIAL VALUE OF ECCE N TRIC ANOMALY	 _72S4Q^.F0
-C- FLE^I- = ^^EVIOuS VALUE 01r- ELEVS 1254DEFO
s
C FLEVS -	 SUN FLFVATIOV ANGLE AS	 'EASUIED FRO G' LOCAL HORIZON 7254CEF0
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7254DEFO
7254DEFOs C LAT VA4S LATITUDE OF SPACECRAFT	 _ 7 254 EFO
- 'C	 lIT[F-= -tF -1•	 SU`. AiOVF P A N EL•	 IF 0•SUN BELOW PANEL 7254DEFO
C LONG -	 LONCITUDE#	 %U'•'9EP OF DEGREES FRO%! MERIDIAN THAT	 15 7254DEFI
1€ C %'AAEP
AT v IC'.IGHT Al ST07 Tf .'Eu
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=	 IF 1# SU': JUST OFF SOLAR PA •!EL	 _— _._ _	 7254DEFO
TF is St1 I• JUST Or. SOLAQ'P-AF	 --^`T254DEF0
C MASS1 -	 F LAG TO INDICATE FIRST PASS THROUGH CALCULATIONS 7254DEFO
-	 •	 _ .
	
AND	 N 7254DEFO
((;^ C SAL"L -	 5I':F	 Oc	 AZI'" f 7254DEFO
SDA Y -- _OAv rF -b ?JALE T _5 Y_"f_ T I Y E 7254'EF0
L^ SF.'!' SE":-"AJO't AXIS O F VARS ORBIT 7 254DEFO
T- ? 1^ S^: `?	 OF -ECI*:;C - - 7254DEFO
C 'LAT -	 SI"E 0= LAT 7254.1EF:
C SLOT V:IT:CAL	 SL:"'r A ''GL F C_F_ 4 ILL	 S / C	 SITS^' •N 724 .vf
--•^: T „ . U . -r ^ ^ c a?^gLE
	




SC"'^ -^ SI'.- 'J = 5L^ r. r	 -	 -- - -	 -	 - 7254DEFO
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C S-AIT	 =	 7:	 A T	 S T ', O T	 7F	 Pg 3"• LE'•^
S,'_	 ^F	 ?' cI
7	 54:)EPC
7254DEF:
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C T. RUE I -	 Ct'­? c 	;-	 1'v-'-'Y 7254DC°0
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Z3	 -	 SU P: Z CO^'PONC',T VECTOR 	 IN LOCAL GEOCENT41C FRAME
IL—^3TN Z CC'S., N	 v	 N LOCAL	 OCEkTR IC FRAME
7256DEFO
7254DEFO
RFAL "AAEP# "EA'1!I#"OECC#LONG owl 171 7254T+D0
RtAL 10!:GH # y Axo';: #^l1 CR0
--
D EAL LATILOSS
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-- — - ------	 -
^ 254EL
eoa OSS1_	 -- -^TfG_ 7254T+DC
i"TEGER_S '• arSDAYrS Y R9F"Mot DAY* FYR,9SIARTrjr)D . 	---	 • -	 -------^. --
`I	 GER	 DAYFGrDAYCT	 ,
I`:TEGER	 TI'LE(35) 72S4ELE1
CC"	 r	 AYrSYRr? "0•EDAYrEYirL- 'OrLDAYrLYRrATFGrCLDF Z# OSTFG
C^"'M N !	 RACFGrLAT•SLOPFrAZI"NrA P EAs 00UTrMORIZiDSI_LL?Ip	 EL_PT
'ZlOr1k,'OTIUFVr5E01":rCE01':rDELDYrTITLErAGO'rUrLPAGErRADEG
CO 'r C', OUTrT"PFGrD ELTI 9" AAfPsEOP"Ro"OECCiEPSILo^R6IUFA?Tj1_fiE41Y__T_--
"'C_`3fiARTr E'•brLAP., DT iLOSS
14	 FO 0 '-'AT(1 6l 1.20Xr 1 '•'	 A	 R	 S	 S	 0	 L	 A	 R	 0 0	 W E	 R	 A	 N A	 L Y	 3	 1	 S	 P 725 4FLEI
.	 ,_ l;	 A	 1 5X I PEV	 0 I I2X lPAGE l 1 4/2 §Xt l RUN	 TlTL9000 , o35A2l 7254ELE1
c L n 4 5 72 ElE I__-
—	
---	
-	 - -- ----_--	
-- ----- 7254ELE1
TCT­wl,•




V-PiL n CO5 (4Z I M 4 /4AnEG )	 -	 -	 -	 - -
4:2wL n U%(AZIyM/PAOEG)
-7	 __.._-"DTI"'•STAT4;7EC T _
f::Dn^• START+DELDY 7254EL
^. n , T 4EL
rp TCT n OSI	 -	 -	 _-- 7.254EL E1
DAYCT • 1 ---
ftPI%T n C 7254EL
D ru l' F IN D 7254EL
Pc , , c 3 n 0 72.54S^
----^sUsua - --	 --	 -- —	 ---- 7254EL
nk, • '. C OO 7254EL
7254EL
C r F c G n C 7254EL
D'.YFG	 n 	 C
ELM
L^..G n ^•^ 7 254- LE2 _
CLC :S	 .	 COS(LO'.G) 7254:CNN
WAM n , 7254:C'.0
SLA - 	 n 	 S!"ILAT/	 57.2957795131 1 72541C-,:0
n :^	 .IITT 5^i'?^5^7451'!ll	 -- — 7254ICNO
C	 "EA'. A' 0"ALY ^s	 START DATE 7254ELEC
lrn	 _	 n 	 .	 • Fs2eTM3)/FDP-iR 7254ELEG
C	 Ct.LCULATE ECCE N 'TR1: A%0%ALY	 -_—	 —	 —	 __—  7254ELEC•.._
-- 1'?j	 • '-EA^.( T 7254ELEO
19 ^ 	 E<2	 •	 !'OECC •	 (SI',(E<l)	 - EK1 - « COS(EK111	 + '+EANI)/(.1.0 - MQECC *7254ELEO.-..
- S
	
CdSIF' 11 f	 -	
_
7254ELEO
IF(E oSIL - ASS(EKl-EK2))200@210r 	 10 72s4 FLEO
ZOO EKI	 • EK2 7254ELEC
GO T O 190
— C 	 CALCULA TE 	 T3uE ANC' ,'ALY	 Pr RO ,' PERIHELIO N') 7254ELEO
210	 TR_UF_ I	 n 	 2.O •	 ATAt.- ( EIATI	 •( ( SIN(EK2 / 2.0) )/COS ( EKVZ.0) Li .. _—.—.__7254ELEO..._
-^--	 CALCULATE TRUE 04CFALY (FRO" VERNAL EOUiNOX) 7254ELCO
TRUEI •	 TRUFI	 •	 TRl1!'V
U	 'fol)P:FN S OF YAR •SUN VECTOR	 IN LOCAL GEOCENTRIC 7254ELCO
C	 °RAYS
—^7 dAhS1^1 1120 i 2'JO r 220 7254ELEO
23. 0 P y ERO n ATAN ( CEOIN • SINITRUEII / 40	 ITR	 1	 --.__•__ __i254ELE0-._
^-	 1F(COSTTRUE10 240x250.250^ 7294ELEO





250 D A5S1	 n 	 0  7254ELEO
220	 CP )'E°	 n 	 CCS(PNERO) 72¢4ELE0L r -- --- SP^.Ef,	 n 	 SI"(PvE	 -RD)	 --	 - -	 -----254ELEO7
CTRuF n COS(TRuEI)
—` - 3TR(;F n - SI r , (TPUE I) 7254ELEG
F XG n-SLAT*(CLONG*(CPYER*CTRUF.+SP'•'ER*CEOIN*STRUEI+SLOVG*1-SPMER*CTRU
+	 *	 U	
- L	 *.	 NOS TRW
rG n -SLO^,G* I C p ;'C'^*CtRiiE*SP`'ER*CEOI^:*STRUE I+CLONC^*(*C TRUE!CPNE ............._^SPM[R
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FLEVS	 n 	 ATA':(	 2G1	 SGRT(XG**2	 +	 YG**21) 7294ELE0
C TEST ELEVATIO" A':5LE FO v BEING ABOVE	 HQPij,ON_DEFINED 725.4ELED_
bA 1FIELEvS - HOR111265075 ► 275 7254ELE2
C SUN SELO:; HORIZCN	 -	 IS IT01A 0ST DAW_N . ,-
	— —
7254ELE.1._
2iiS7Fi5A(^K =i)300^3in ► 3no 7254ELEI
1 C IT	 IS NOT NEAR	 DA , : N•	 DID :•IE JUST PAST DUSK 7294ELE1
X300 IPIDA	 -1)320030020 7294ELEI
C ?!Or'.,E DID NOT	 PAST DUSK	 IS	 THIS DUSK 7254ELEI1 -- __320 iF(DuSK F -11510 ► 31C ► 530	 -	 --	 -	 -•--	 _.----•-.-_.-_--.
C "ES ► DUSK WAS PASTED * FIND TIME OF DUSK AND RE-CALCULATE T HERE 7254ELE1
I
`
-- TFiONFG-1)39I^310r311 	 -- 7254ELE2
331	 ?erFG - 0 7254ELE2
n Tj - UELT1 + ELV4 1-5ECTME	 -	 L Y 7254ELEI
DUSK F n 1
- 
7254ELEI
-- --- Hf7C0l m 	:PN'ET 7254ELE1
P"ER,'	 *	 0 , 'ERD +	 (;• 12421108* ( DUSK - T I )- 7254C_LE 1 -—
`TROL?7-•- Ti
	 —	 -	




ut;	 TV	 Lou 72 54ELEI
C SUN ABOVE HORIZON - 15 IT ABOUT AT DUSK —	 — _ 7254ELE1_
—^i-ZFT"^SKF - 3I7SCi3Iai^1S0
S	 - C NOT AT DUSK * DID WE JUST PASS TMRu DAWN 7254ELEI
33 =51(Y>rdIW0UGS1 -6— -	 --	 -- -- ----- 7254ELE1
C JUST PASSED Tmlu DAWN. FIND TIME OF DAWN AND RE-CA6CULATE 7	 54.LE1
OUT F-TT -ERT + ELFNl •	 - L V 7254ELEI
HOLOL n PY RD_ 72 54ELE1
-P
	-:	--•4^3^G^1Fz^TTi7b^113A1+1Q--Tr7 7254ELEI




DAxNF n 	 1 7254ELEI
V AA Ri' a C •
DAr;;H .	 0.0 725 4 L
DATTU
-8-1.._ ..	
--	 —	 -- -- — 7254ELEL
GO TO 180 7;S4CLE1_
LZUTATE
- SU l' ANGLE ON PA ":EC---^-- - - - - . -- 7254ELEI
110 XHILL n XG*CSLO o*CAZHL - rG*CSLOP*SAZ4L _- ZG*SSLOP 7254ELEI
— TMILL v XQ*3A	 L •	 *CA HL 7234CLEI
ZHILL * Xc,*SSLO P•CAZHL - rG*SSLOP# SAZML + ZG*CSLOP	 _ M 4u-E1_
AGU N n ATA-1ZH ILL /SCRT(XMILL**2 + rHILL**21) 7254ELEI
C IS SUN ABOVE OR P.F-LDr; PANE_ L 7254E6gj_
—
-^TAt;OI`:1	 376 ► ^!10 ► 9 p 0 7254ELEI
C IF	 AT	 DA':h ► 	 GC PRI':T	 IT
IF' AT	 r•	 +	 U: AL k OST ON	 N	 ► ASSU4E	 IT	 IS ON PANEL
37n	 IF(DA:.,NF-1)371o37tt371
—'372 IF (Ad6T^i^-ELEGS+.CO2134C 9470 ► of0 7294ELE2
C SUN BELO' PAP;ZL. 15 IT AL:<OST OV_— 72}4I,laF^l_
--i I	 I r laNF0-1) f40 •► 140, 390
C NOT JUST ON* DID SUN JUST GO OFF OF PA NEL
S 40094109400 7254ELEI









410 OFFFG n l
1- 7254-Final	 107
LITEF	 n 	 0 7254ELEI
IF(nUS v F-1)411.340.411 ----
411
	
TWI LD n 	 TI
TI	 n 	 TI	 - DELTI	 +	 AGOM 1 •DELTI/(AGO' ,I 1	 AGOIN) y 7254ELEI
V1 RO n PMERD + 6.1242110l1•ITI-THOLD) 7254ELEI
7254ELEI
C	 SUN IS ON Pk'EL•	 IS IT JUST ON	 _— 7254FLE1-_
-Y 0—I^fDuSKF-11381-410.981	 ' -- -	 — --+—
381	 IF(OFFFG- 11420-140.420
^- Sur; IS ON PAP:EL• DID IT JUST GET 0^: 7254ELEI
420	 IF(LITEF	 -	 11430.340-430
U`: JUST	 I)P PANEL• 7254ELEI
430 ONFG n 1	 _	 _	 _ -	 7154ELE1_
L"EF : I---  - ---	 -	 - 7254ELEI
C	 IS THIS_ DAMN	 _. 7254ELEI__	 _	 _
I FTDAVINF - 1144093460445- 7254ELE1
C	 SUN IS ON PANEL AFTER DAW\ 7.54E1,E1
440 THCLD a 11 7254ELE1
HCLDL n P' E q D __	 __ __7254ELEI-_
^T	 fT 4 DELT10	 1.0 + AGON 1/(
_
AG0'^1 • A60IN11 7254ELE1
P'"E3D n O vERD + 6.12421108 • (TI-THOLD) 7254ELEI
GO TO TA-0 - - -	 -	 -	 -----	 - - 7254ELE1
C	 CALCULATE I'!TENSITY OF SUN AT UPPER ATMOSPH RE 7254ELEI 
340	 HRITE	 •	 _	 -•	 •	 - • •	 •	 K	 ••	 ) 1254ELE1
C	 CALCULATE ATTE.k'UATICN OF SUN BETWEEN UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND 7254ELEI
--C---Pj-krEL FACT, •
	 -	 - -	 -
7254ELEI
CALL AT'AT(ELEVS•ATFG•AT1) 7254ELE1
C>TLCTLOATI TRUE 1 9 LAT ------- 7254ELE `.
CALL DSTAT(T1UEI•LAT•DSTFG-AT3) 7254ELE1
7254ELEI
SN OOP n SUCR Y •SIN(AGOINI 7254ELEI
--_CALCULATE SCLAQ PANEL -TEMPYR-M-AE
_
7254ELEI








	 AI':DG n SMPO'•:
ZA1^T	 TP(L^TiTFS'.:'N•AfNDG-PH 9T%10FGvPTEMP1 7254ELE3
CALL	 PO'kER(PTE v P95`100':'•RWPOWI 7254ELE2 -
--C..[LL 4A-5AT ( TfsLANDT•RAOFG9AT41 7254ELEI
OOWUC • R4POw. nAT4 r LOSS 7254ELEI
lFin klFG - 1)4709480#4 7 0 7254ELE1
C	 RECCRD TIME SUN CAMEONTO PANEL 7254ELE-1_
-n TI	 ---	 - 7254ELEI
47n	 IF( 0O'FG-1)490.610.490 7254°__LEl-__
-` - 41J0 TF(LTTFF' - 11511.510.511 7254ELEI
520	 I F (ONFG -	 1)530.540.530 7254ELEI
tr n 	 H	 - fT 7254ELEI
IF(PD0^1E
	 -	 11560.550.560 	 .__	 - _--_545	 _-_ .-  7254ELE-1---
'^I1	 IF TOFFFG - 1)570.580.570 7254ELEI
570	 I F (DUSKF	 -	 115509te0•550
— 590 DFLPW • TI - THOLD + DELTI 7254ELE1
530 DF[-w4 n 0.5•DELP'q n (PUCMI+POWUCI
;-	 •	 Y'NH +	 :)	 LW: J 7254ELEI




	 ---	 --- --------------
T254ELE1-
_




	 -	 PUC "'11	 50	 5
620 POs,QG n 	 1 7254ELEI








-	 ---	 - --- --
-	 --
-HOLD n TI 7254ELEI
LONGH • P'• ERD ____7Z54E6f L
724-Final	 108




o:'ER^,	 •	 o "EID -	 A 9 12421108 • 	+'ICRO	 - 7254ELEI
GC	 TO	 190	 _	 _ _._7254ELEI
611
	
IF(°C''UC - PUC'A1)6309A4C9640 7254ELE1
A 4^	 IF(TI
	 -	
C"'TI'16309A5nr650 7254ELE1_L  I;	 n 1 7254ELEI+'AXPt•:	 5 . 574*AREA *( TOTt•.'r. + @S*( T I •PMOLD*DELTI I * IPUCM;4MAXPtL)-.-- - 7254ELE3
IF(P g TDF -	 1)66096709660 7254ELE1
670	 IFI IPI-11'+60r7C09700 	 ___ __725! ELE2
681 FCR YAT(32H	 w•• ' AXI'•'U '^ POWER POINT ri+ I 7254ELEI
550	 PUC-'1	 •	 Po'r:UC 7254ELE1
-	 600,90060 7254ELEI
69 11	 I F II P I	 -	 2166597109710 -_. 7254ELE1.
-W% - 11?




731 FCR'!dT1174 --- - -- iio* DAWN **9i 'j -	 -	 -- --- 7254ELE1
GCS Tn 7CC 7254ELE I-
77 q 1)770 974O o770 7254ELE1
740
	 t' 0 IT -c(CUT9741)	
-	 -	 --
7254ELEI
T41 -- F0R`! AT (25M
	
-- ^^* SUN ON OANEL o**1 -	 -" 7254ELE1
GC TO 700	 _ 7254ELE1-
Tla-TFi^A:"iF + ovFG - 2175097609750. - 	 ---- 7254ELEI
760 Wq l TF(% Tm761) 7254ELE1
.,	 ••* -DAWN - SUN ON PANEL	 1 7254ELE1
GC TO 700	 _  7254ELE1-
770
--I F (DUSKF + OFFFG - 21780979U9780 7254ELEI
79C :,:RITEICUT97911 	 _-
-
72S4ELE1_
:UT	 OFF	 O F-	
---.. .PA ..
- TTI- FDRQATT 4DH . -....a*. DUSK - SUN 6 	NEL ++• 1 7254ELEI
GO TO 70C 7254ELEI
SEC	 - 10	 G - 113009AMMIJ 7254ELEI
810	 'elITEICUT9811) 7254ELE1
- 5TT-FCQ^aTT34w 	••• SUN 8ELOM SOLID"A	 *"I----- -	 -- 7254ELE1
GC Tn 700 7254ELEI--	 --- - - -	 -	 ---_
-800 -IF(DUSKF -	 1.'6^. A 3CrB20 7254ELE
93n WI I TE MUT 0311 7254ELE1




- -- - -- -- --	 --- 
_
-l7rV-TFC"IkT - IlA60r70Gr660 7254ELE1
700 TO')AY n (TI - ENDAY * DELDY) +24.0 +0.005	
—
7254ELE2_
Ap	o me APEA - • POwUC wb • 922/4 , 0	 -	 -	 -	 -- 7254ELEI
ASI+'S n0ADEG*ATAN(1-YG)/(-XG))
-	 n4	 r	 •.. 7254ELE1
840	 ASI +'S n ASI''S*190i 7254ELE1_






A^IvS n 36C.*A51`^S	 -- - —	 - 7254ELEI
655 AII.DG n PHI *RADEG 7254E LE -
n 9Co -	 EVS*PADEG 7254ELE
9TWH n T0Twm*AREA*5r574	 _-	 _
P-ECA4 n (4r0*POUT)/(0OWUC*09922) 	 - -
7254ELE3
IF( P C'•:FG- 1185698579856	 -	 -	 _	 _-- .--	 -----7254ELE3 -

















M (10) n SUNRY	 -_	 __-_7.2S4ELE3
—^fll-1 n S"+POW ..	
_
 7254ELE3
Y (12: n PTEMP	
---	 ------ — - -
7254ELE3-
IL`y -	 ---	 -	 -
--VT I' a IIIIPOti 7254ELE3











Y (16) n ASIN'S	
--- ---------- _-7254ELE3_
--4 (17) n AINNG 7254 LE3
GO TC 665
96R WU tt( OUT•8601TODAY•POWUC•APOWR•REOAR•RTWH •BRITE•AT1•AT2•AT3•
___
7254ELE3
1SUhRY•S'cPOW• P TEMP•RWPOtl•AT4•PH^_ 
_^A,4LM^^AINOG 7254ELE2
8i 0 F^AT(T ^F6.2. 2 ?•2•F7.1•F9. •F6.2.5F7.2 oF7.1.2F7.2•F591.2F6.17254ELE3
1) 72t4ELE3_-_	 _




.1 •F6.2 r3F7.2 1F7.1.2F7.2•F'•I)	 7254E6E3















873	 t-:RITE(OU 7 •681) _ _	 _	 _7254ELE3__
--	 —WRITE(OUT•8611!(1) ow. (2)•M(3)9 M (41•M(SI•M16)•M(7) •Mle)•M!9)•MI101.	 7254ELE3
1 M tli)•v(121•^(131.M(lal•M(l51 7254ELE)_
W	 •	 6- o 7254ELE3
890 HCS n (DUSK - DAWN)* 24.0 7254ELE1
— - 7VK--• (-DAWN-
 - ENDAY + DELDY)4124i • •60S^ -	 _ -	 ---- ---- - 7254ELE1-
R TWH nTOTWH*AREA*5.5 74 7254ELE3
-- 






900 FORMAT(/'	 SUMMARY - 1 / f	 N u 'eFbo2o l MRS• HOURS OF SUN • •F6.20254ELE3
1 1 9 MAX OUTPUT •l •F7.2• l W• ENERGY FOR DAY_ n '•F7.1•!WH•_ ENERGY	 D^t7254ELE3__TO
-	 27F n '•F8.19'WH') 7254ELE3
660 i°(DAWN c+ONFG+OFFFG+DUSKF-1)910.920.920 7254ELE3_
--72-5-1T -TROL(Y - --- --- ---	 — -- —	 7254ELE1
0"ERO • HOLDL 7254ELE1
DAWNIF•0 7254ELE1
OMFG
	 • 0 72.54ELE1_
-_—QFFFG




	 n PHOLD 7254ELE3
R%'ERDftLCNGH
POwFG n O 7254ELE1
C	 IF SPECIAL CONDITION EXIST DON&T UPDATE PRINT COUNTER
^+T-TF•T^'OFGT99T^^5L.93f - -------- 	 -- ------
931
	 051^:T•O
MIT = PTTVE795,077• 1254ELE1
960
	
, TI C'= •	 TI	 + OEL P T 725aELEI
--0111	 2 -1 -- --	 -	 ------	 -	 ------- ------	 7254ELE:
951	 I F (TI
	 -	 E"!OAY ) 970.9P0.990 7254ELEI
—950-TI	 _ - - - ---	 -	 --•	 :..SAY---	 - - -	 - -- 7254ELE3
GC)
	 TO 990 7254ELE._
-11510 9 10009510 7254ELE1





PvERO n PMERD + 6.12421108*(ENDAY	 TI) 7254=LE1----
TI	 • E^:DAY —	 -	 7254ELE3
LITEV•0
I,	 •	 _ .	 +	 DELDY 7254ELE1
— NA* CT n D0Cr	 1--	 -- ---- 7254ELE3
PTI VE n TI + DELP T 2
-7	 4E-4E1--





-- - ---- 7254ELE1
IF(0PTCT)l0I0•l020•l0l0 7254ELE3
1010 PRTOF n 0 7254ELE1




PRTDF n l Z2D^ELEl-
- —


























1022 LV- C n O
LPAGE n 1+L PAGE 	 7294ELE1-_
— -	 !•:1ITF(CUT ► 141LPAGE ► TITLE	 7254ELEI
WRITFICUT ► 1029) LAT	 __7254ELE2
-'1029 FOR MAT(' LATITUDE • ' ► FS.1 1 DEG I )	 7254ELE2
t,tRITE(OUT ► 1023)	 7 54
JUZ3 FORNATIf/ I TIME UNIT	 x REOUIRED ACCUM SI AT 5X'TRANSMISSI7254ELE2
ION 1 6x'S•I• AT PANEL PANEL CELL RADIAT SUN SUN . INCIDEPiCE!/! OF7254ELE2__
----"AY -CELL	 PANEL	 AREA	 ENERGY UPPER'7X •FACTORS'20X ► 	 ^ 7254ELE3
3	 TE"'P POWER DEGRAD ELEv AZIM_ ANGLE '_1__
-" ^ "TP-0%T If) 3ti f —	 7254ELE2
1026 FOR M AT(' (HOUR)  PO`!ER 00t•;EP 1 10X' (t•IATT- ATP'OS' 24X' MA	 M	 6E3
iACTOR IW UT H ONO/W(W71) (MATT)(SO•FT.) HOURSI 1 9X'ATM0 7254E6E
2	 CLOUD DUST	 f"V:/S ^.. C %'1	 (CEN) RADIAT'8X ► (DG) (DEG) - PANEL'/) 7254ELE -
-	 PAST n TI-START	 7254ELE2
1125 '+!?ITEIOUT ► 10301DAYCT•DP AST•S MO.SD AY •S Y R	 7254ELE2
1030 FG7 vATI/11H "ARS DAY • ► I3 9 14Ho EARTH TImE n ► F9.4 ► ' DAYS PAST MOUR7254ELE3
I !1 ► C OF 1 I2'1 1 I2'1 1 I2' G M T')	 7254ELE2
SIT TrT`?^l 7T7i 5T37p 3:2
512 FLE,'1*FLEV1;
AGO"1 *A',OI':
TI - TI + DELTI	
- — -	
— -
P" M . P MERD + 6.12471108*DELTI
513 Nor Gal
JFJT	 STYM-1 8 0 •
2 0 0 :•'1)ITF(CUT.281)






ce'tiv 0"'	 12 9 VARIA BLES 	290 PROGAA''	 2698
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2^ 72"o9P9qO35?+C*1259779(-E-02*AtIG-Co22501091E-03*(ANG*02)+0*13 1 07596
GE-74 r-(A'7,'^*3)-'ls3 3 91 7 557E-06*(At4G**4)+0*40034 .'79E-03*(ANCI**S)-
17 ?n S 15 6E- 1	 A':(')* *6
30 !OILY-4J4n#5'. #5L'
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 7 -0 1 '1^1 6 0 5 P 2 1 i; 2 a 9 9-3 6 4 3 44 E - 3 3**,^'^G 	 .9 i-4i—,. i-F4 
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5 ,1 77^,^ sw4'559",9&+3-s435s64:IE-o3-i-ANd-- -s *e4343044E-04*(A ' NG**2)+3s3O9360277254ELE1
IE-0^*(A:Gf*3)-9@50149366E-07*(AP:GO*4)+I*OC3Se345 E-S*IANG**5)-464787254ELEI














i*LIST SOU q CE mOOGRAM
*EXTE.15ED	 PRECISION
*ONE '-!ORD	 INTEGERS
bvti--(uui VX 	 POWER (T •S I tPOW) 7254POWO
C
- C ____ — A__WARS HARD_ LANJOER SOLAR POWEl ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE	 (WA7254) 7254POWO
c 725A?-Q."-
—SOLARCALCU-L-A-Ttf- THE -\i-A)(t'.'U'.- POKER_ 60fISUTf - b-F A	 CONVER TER CELL 7254POWO
C	 GIVEN	 TE"PERATulF	 IN Drc.,'4EES C AND SOLAR	 INTENSITY	 IN Y. 141 1SO CM 7254POwO
7254POWO
AEVISIO ., 0	 N^vo	 111Q68 7254Q0_
-11PT 1130 , vtksld`: 7254POWO
7254POWO
C	 DEFI'•:ITIO%	 CF	 VA=IRLES- 7254POWO
c 7254POWO
c ALFAV	 A 'El'l 1 4, THE VOLTAGE EQUATION	 _ 7254P.QiLQ
-c-	 ACPP-A-	 Cvl._STPJ l.NT_H_E__vO_L_T_ A- CURRENT- "c­u_RR_E_NT__EQUAT [ON 7254POWO
C	 CONS	 A	 CONSTA%T	 TERN'	 IN Tmr.	 ^:EWTC-1-1 - FU'tCT IO.I. U Akp Qll_^_
CURR ENT
_ .  . 
	 DUE TO NON-N')MINAL VALUES OF SOLAR 7254POW'0
C	 INTENSITY AND TEMPERATURE 7254POWO
c	 ;)v	 THEC HANGE V: VO LTAGE DUE TO •ON-NOMNAL TEM PERATURE 7254POWO
C	 EOSIL	 T oiE ALLO I..,, ASLE ERROI OF VOLTAGE AT THE YAX POWER POINT 7254POWO
T5 _C(5R9QRT7A 'E_W_E_FERENCE I-V CURVE TO 7254POWO
C	 A-0 CO DITIONS 7254POWO
'rAXT .TrjV i5'U-.7E_	 -LDF CELL
	
-Z IVU --- C-O—ND FT 10 N _S 7254POWO
C	 ri s	 SERIES RESISTANCE CF CELL 7254POWO
7254POWO
C	 SI	 - SOLAR	 INTENSITY 7254POWO
—w-_ TE%'0ERATUR`E__0F_CE7LL 7254POW0
C	 TC	 - SrOIT CIRCUIT CUP'ENT TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 72500.4
c	 Tt-1 lr-- -T$JS FXPVV r 'COEFFTCTE-NT-3F-Tm-r-RT-MEKZ-E I-V EQUATION 7 254POWO
C	 TV	 OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE TE MP ERATURE COEFFICIENT 7254PO4C
c	 Vil	 1 111AL VALUE OF VOLTXGr__ 7 254POWO
C	 VIPI	 NEW VAL UE OF VOLTAGE 7254POW0
7254POWO
EPSIL • .^*C`Ol 7254P0, , 0
7254POW,
IF(SI-55o)40040#50 7254PC,,' l







T- 'l­ "•C&R23E-4 7254DO'_•J0





9tGA'-""A*SH^RI+'.)ICc l.S w (	 )/(GA •	'A*TER r ' 8) )*EXP ( ALPHA* DV) 7254PO40
444 . 1i'l 7254P0 ►.0
FV n CALOG(CO I:$/(AL OIIA*Vll+l)))/AL DHA - Vil
FCC	 -ifL0_H'A4lVIl)/(ALPHA*VIl+ls)
VIPI n V11 !FV/FVPR
101	 ') O::cV** :) l*(GA"!





--- - — - -





F rATu'!r- 5 SuDP ,^ TED
C I D lk:TEGEPS
EXTr k:05-D PRSCISION
CORE I ECUfFFENTi FOR	 'E R
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OtNvr-Wn l^ - - I ^. TEGERS
*LIST SCURCF PROGRAM
SURK	 I NE	 JTI vE( N'Oo:)AY #IYR	 #J DAY) 7234,j LNO
C
- C—	 A ', '.ARS HARD LANDER POWER ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE (WA 72541
C
-c	 SORROuTM NANT'l -JTI-At-
C	 CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF DAYS THE	 INPUT DATE IS FR O %l
c	 APRIL 20 91 9 6
C	 9CR JULIAN DA T E ADD 2s4391601 TO RESULT	 (JDAY
C REVISION I	 AUG 611968
INIt GE R 	 DVC)Fy ( III 9SI VO ODAY OM.7111AY 7254JLNO
DYOFw(1)•31
—15"711 (21 9 2t 7254JLNO
—
DYOF Y (l) u 31 72544LNO.
- 
Dv!l FFv (l&0 m 30 7254,JLN0
DV')F k' (5) *31 1 2 54
L[ 
% 0
L; TOr P/ ( h) 0 3 0  S	 ,J72	 ""D
DYOF v (7) • 31 72544LN0_
-- .
--nyCFFl4(8)§31 7254JLN0
DYCF Y (9lm30 7254JLNO
:) YOF I.110*30 7254JLNO
l jVh7)*365 7254JLNO
C	 •*AC	 A DAY FOR EACH INTERVING LEAP YEAR 7254JL.%O_
9-'YR) -16r. 'SO0110 72544LNO
100 15 0 	 1201-1468,,YR04 7254JLNO
-
7254JLNO
120 S•S+l 7254JL,% C
I N 
0
1 064 7 254JL. ',l
^7254JLNO-_
7254JLNI
Ivel y-4 7254JL NO
yd' —IS3 -1254.4LINU
G^	 T I)	 115 7254JL^4
"254JLNO
7254JLNO
---GC T IT- 13D 54JLNO
140	 IF("0-3)I559I50*150 7254JLNO
s •s-l - ?254JLN1
C	 **ADD NUVFER OF DAYS !N YEAR VP TO SPECIFIED Y.ONTH(kO)7254JL;,' 0
1 .30	 1 1, tl--1 7254JLN.'
IF(;)170s1909170 ----7254JL. ',0
—1-1 0 co 175 J 0 1 ► 1 7254.J LN0
175	 5wS+0Y0Fy(j) 725i-JL".O-
• *ADD '4 UYBER OF DAYS
	 SUBTRACT	 110 DAYS ( 1-1 TO 4-20)7254JL,% 0
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c	 (	 r M rFGSrPHToTMPF09PTEMP)
LAT nLATITUDE---
-TIME nHOURS FROM DAWN
C	 FGS nF*GS IN MIL,IWATTS/CM SO
-'PHI  IlAOZ-ANS - -
C	 Tk'PFG - MuST BE SET n 0. IN INITIALIZATION AREA OF MAIN PROGRAM
c	 PTEk >rn'PTNEL T	 URE IN DEGREES
REAL LAT
---DIMENSION T30%111 iTAOII%I oft-40T ffl i UOT-1f7
IFITMPFG)100#10o100
- -10 TVPF4 n 1•
C	 TEVPs AT 90 DEG. LATITUDE	 DEG* F




SURFACF TEMPS AT 0 DFG. LAT. 	 • DEG F	 _._	 __— •.— -
- TS6( 1; n• 171.4 --
TSO ( 2)&-123@----.-
T56( 3) n- 660 -- - -- -	 ----__
TSO( 4) n- 23•
T501 15)
n 	,
TSO( 6) n 	 23.
TS6( 7i n 	 3e.
T50( 91-	 lie
TSO(10) n- 15.
TSO(12) • - 73.
-----TSO(13)*- 92.4 -











( S) n -107.5 ..--	 -
TAC( 6)•- e9.
TAC( e) n- 70.






5 1: Q °AC" TE`'RS AT 40 CIE:.• LAT.	 DEG.F
TS4.^,I 7)•-172.	
- —	
- ----------- -- - --
7S4,,'	 A c-	 2.
T S40 ! F) . 26.	
---- -- — -	 -----
-fs a T[
--9 ; n -- - 2 e —	 -





T;;a0l17) • -103• 	 _____	 —	 —
4 :• 1 ? n - 1, f q . ____
C	 ATPv0SPrERIC TEMPS AT 40 DEG. LAT.
---- T3z0 l 
-
:1 •-- X92 • --- - -- - _ __
	 ---
rt4^( 2)*-189•
—TAZO( 3i n - 1-di.--




1.14 CONCLUSIONS AMID RECONMEMATIONS
The computer program which has been developed is generally adaptable
to find power output for a wide variety of solar panel configurations,
during any period of time where the daily temperture cycle used is
valid. The user is allowed to position a flat panel at any latitude
on the surface of Mars, and tilt it at any angle. He is further able
to specify a number of atmospheric and radiation attenuation functions,
and the computer will integrate all effects and produce a large quantity
of data with respect to the panel operation, including instantaneous
and accumulated power.
The geometric values, such as the azimuth and elevation of the sun
with respect to the panel and local geographic frame, are printed.
Additionally, the user may, by appropriat=ly identifying a variable
of interest, cause that variable to be output. This, of course, in-
volves a slight program change to the WRITE statement. An example
might be to cause the short circuit current and open circuit voltage
of the reference IV curve to be printed in place of the cloud and dust
attenuation values (which are now equal to 1.00 for all cases).
It is evident that certain modifications to the program will be bene-
ficial, as more accurate data become available on the Martian environment.
These are:
a. Program a "modifier" of the daily temperature cycle now used
for the panel thermal balance computation which includes
seasonal variations.
b. Program a cloud subroutine, based upon a JPL-supplied model.
c. Program a dust subroutine, based upon a JPL-supplied model.
d. Study results of any "pitting" or erosion effects obtained
by JPL from wind tunnel tests of solar panels, and incorporate
these effects into the computer dust subroutine.
A further recommendation is that additional test cases be analyzed,


















DESIGN OF MARTIAN AARD-LADDER SOLAR ARRAY
2.1 SIRllM
The design configuration selected as a result of this study is a fold-
out array consisting of eight modules with each module in turn consist-
ing of 24 subpanels as shown in Fig. 2-1 (Drawing No. 7254-200).
The fold-out array was selected over a circular flat panel design
because of the smaller stress and deflection levels achieved.
The study has indicated that contractual requirements can be met, with
the possible exception of the 60 pound system weight limitation. The
first order analysis indicates an overweight condition due primarily
to the 5000 g landing shock criteria.
A certain degree of mechanical complexity is apparent with the fold-
out array since the eight modules must be deployed following a 5000 g
landing shock. Helical torsion springs, with an inherent reliability
under high shock levels, supply the panel deployment energy thus pro-
viding a high degree of reliability in tht deployment system. The
utilization of a pantograph to control the deployment kinematics has
also been proven as a reliable system under similar solar panel
applications.
It may be concluded that future design studies based upon relaxed
landing impact criteria and package envelope requirements could bring
































The basic requirements controlling the structural design of the solar
array are as follows:
i
a. The array shall have 24 ft  of area available for placement
of solar cells, with a maximum package envelope defined by an
annulus with an O.D. of 33 in., I.D. of 10 in., and a height
of 3.50 in.
b. Total weight of the array, including mechanism, shall not
-	 exceed 60 lb.
c. The array must maintain structural integrity under a square
wave landing shock of 5000 g with a duration of 1 msec.
d. It is assumed the modules' hand mounting points will transmit
the 5000 g landing shock without attenuation or amplification
by the payload structure.
e. The array structure is assumed to be at room temperature upon
impact on the Martian surface.
f. The boost vibration effect is ignorable due to the more severe
landing shock.
g. The array must withstand Martian surface environment. For
i	 design purposes, the surface wind loading assumed was 100 mph





Packaging concepts of the Planetary Solar Array were investigated to
select a system for final design studies. The solar array must have a
minimum of 24 sq.ft for placement of solar cells and must maintain
structural integrity under a landing shock of 5000 g. The array is
i
housed in a cylinder 33 in. in diameter by 3.5 in. in height. A 10-in.-







By agreement with the JPL technical staff, after review of certain EOS
	 -
design concepts (including both conventional flat panels deploying as
"flower petals", and short stacked vertical panels deploying in an
"accordian" mode), a tradeoff study was undertaken to decide which of
the many conceptual designs was to be nodeled and used for the required
first-order structural analysis. The tradeoff was to consider the flat-
panel case as consisting of 1/2-in. honeycomb plates supported rigidly
around their circumference, and around the inner 10-in. circle. The
fold-out array concept was to consist of eight individual modules,
each module simply supported at four corners.
The original EOS design concepts are illubtrated in Figs. 2-2 through
2-7. The fold-out array and flat panel concepts selected for the trade-
off study are shown in Fig. 2-8.
2.4 CONCEPT SELECTION TRADEOFF STUDY
The tradeoff complexity is lessened by using first-order structural
elements. This approach is used primarily to observe design features
and trends. The circular flat panel model shown in Fig. 2-8, is analyzed
as a flat plate with the edges simply supported. The fold-out array
model is analyzed as a rectangular plate with the edges simply sup-
ported. The largest panel in this configuration will be considered
the worst case.
The analytical procedure used in this study is shown in Fig. 2-9.
Each solar panel is represented as a linear, viscously damped, single-
degree-of-freedom structure with lumped parameters. With this idealized
structural model, the shock spectrum for the solar panel can be deter-
mined. Figure 2-10 shows the spectrum for a 5000 g rectangular pulse
* The fold-out array in this tradeoff reflects a 21-panel module con-
figuration. The final selection of a 24-panel module configuration
	

















Figure 2-2. Design Concept Ig o. 1 - Stowed Condition
127
Figure 2-3. Design Concept No. 1 - Fully Deployed Condition
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uo = f (5000g)dt
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Figure 2-10. Equivalent Static Acceleration versus Natural Frequency
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at 1 cosec. The equivalent static acceleration, A
eq
, is the steadily
applied acceleration which will distort the structure to the maximum
value. An "attenuated" shock response is experienced by a structure
	
1
with a natural frequency of 0 to 165 Hz. At higher frequencies the
input shock is amplified, with a maximum amplification of 2 occurring
at resonant panel frequencies of 350 Hz or greater.
Once the natural frequency of the solar panel is known, the static
equivalent acceleration is determined from Fig. 2-10. The maximum
bending stress and deflection are then determined. From these values,
the best configuration is selected.
2.4.1 CIRCULAR FLAT PANEL
This concept consists of 5 flat solar panels that are supported at the
inner and outer diameters. A shock pulse along the plane of the panels
is taken out b y
 shear ties along the edges. A shock pulse normal to
the panel would cause it to act as a diaphragm, which makes it the
weakest axis of the system.
The structural model used to determine the feasibility of this concept
is a circular flat plate simply supported at the inner and outer
diameters. The plate (substrate) is constructed from a honeycomb sand-
wich structur with a total thickness of 0.50 in. At first, aluminum
face sheets for the honeycomb structure was investigated. This resulted
in a minimum bending stress level of 60,000 psi, which exceeds the
allowable limit of the material.
Titanium (Ti-Ul -lMo-IV), with its high yield strength of 103,000 psi,
was selected `or this substrate. Figure 2-11 shows the panel's
natural frequency versus the face sheet thickness, keeping the overvil
panel thickness at 0.50 in. The equivalent static acceleration, at the
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Figure 2-12 is a graph of maximum bending stress (a) versus face ,'eet
thickness (t f). The stress curve reaches a minimum value at 81,700
psi with a t  of 0.020 in. The stress induced on the panel with tf
less than 0.020 in. is primarily from the inertia of the solar cells.
At larger thicknesses the loading contribution from the cells diminishes,
with inertia of the substrate becoming more dominant.
Figure 2-13 is a graph of the deflection (^) versus face sheet thick-
ness (t f ). It becomes asymptotic at a value of approximately 0.23 in.
for large values of tf.
The circular plate dimensional design selection is based on the criter-
ion of minimum stress. The design point uses a face sheet thickness of
0.02 in. on a 1/2 in. honeycomb. This results in a deflection of 0.342
in. at a 5000 g, 1 msec impact shock.
In calculating the overall package height, the dynamic response of each
of the five panels is assumed to be out-of-phase. Thus, the separating
distance between 2 adjacent panels is 2 x 0.342 or 0.684 in. The re-
sulting required overall package height is 5.92 in., which exceeds the
design package requirement of 3.5 in. This package height would produce
an overall volume of 4300 in. 3 ; however, the weight may still be within
the 60-1b limit.
The maximum surface area for placing of solar cells is 25.2 ft? In a
practical configuration, a segment of the panel will be removed, as
shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2-8, for a binge surface for deploy-
ment. This would be a chord of a circle subtending an angle of 45
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Figure 2-12. Maximum Bendin. Stress versus 'ioneycomb Face
Sheet Thickness
*M ,)dified from p. 237, "Formulas for Stress and Sccain", 4th ed.,
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Figure 2-13. Maximum Deflection versus Honeycomb Face Sheet
Thickness
*Modified from p. 237, "Formulas for Stress and Strain", 4th ed.,











IThe estimated weight breakdown for the system is
Solar cell stack (0.3 lb/ft 2) -	 1.4 ]b
Substrate	 -	 19.11
Frame	 -	 20.0
Tension tie	 -	 3.5
Deployment mechanisms	 -	 5.5
t
TOTAL	 55.8 lb
2. 11.2 FOLD-OUT ARRAY
The fold-out array concept, shown in Fig. 2-8, consists of 8 modules.
Each module has a series of 21 solar panels with a decreasing span.
Deployment is achieved by rotating the module 180 degrees and releasing
the tension ties that hold the panels together under compression. Shock
pulses along the plane of the panels would be taken out by shear ties
at the perimeters of the panels. Frames, acting as tension ties, along
the corners of the module hold the edges of the panels in compression.
A shock pulse normal to the plane of the panels would produce a dynamic
response of the substrate as a diaphragm. This is the weakest axis of
the solar panel, and provides a starting point for the structural
analysis.
Since each panel is free to move as a diaphragm, the structural model
consists of ii flat honeycomb sandwich structure with the edges simply
-	
supported. The largest panel %,ould produce the greatest stress and
deflection. Therefore, its size will be used in the model. Aluminum
+	 (2024-T81), with a yield strength of 52,000 psi, is considered for
this conct!i)t.
f
Figure 2-11 is a graph of natural frequency versus face slieet thickness
1 for the largest panel. The High frequencies would produce 3n equiva-
lent static acceleration of 10,000 ;, or a shock amplification factor




Figure 2-12 is a graph of the bending stress versus face sheet trick-
y
ness. A 6-mil face sheet with .a stress level. of 20,000 psi is appro-
priate for this concept. This thickness is the lower limit, from
fabrication considerations, that can be selected even though the stress
level is 74% below the yield strength of aluminum.
Figure 2-13 is a graph of maximum panel deflection versus face sheet
i
thickness. With a t  of 0.006 in., the maximum deflection is 0.06 in.
The total surface area for the placing of solar cells is 24.6 ft  for
modules with 21 panels per module. There is a growth potential for
extending the area to 27.5 ft  by increasing the number of panels to
25 per module.
The array can be mounted in the 3.5-in. cylinder. This gives an
overall volume of 2540 in 3.
Several views of the fold-out array mechanisms and panels have been
included in Fig. 2-1 (Drawing 7254-200); however, the eight module
array does not necessarily represent an optimum from either weight,
complexity, or area considerations.	
t
^
The estimated weight breakdown for the system is
Solar c-11 stack (0.3 lb/ft 2 )	 -	 7.4 lb
Substrate	 -	 6.0
Frame	 -	 23.8









4	 2.4.3 TRADEOFF STUDY CONCLUSIONS
Examination of results of T.:ble 2-I fails to conclusively rule out
either concept, except that package volume is excessive for the flat
i	 panels. The avaiiable area for placement of cells is higher (poten-
tially) with the fold-out array. The expected system weight is com-
parable for either case. Using the elemental models of Fig. 2-8, the
stress levels encountered in the flat panel system are a little over
4 times that in the fold-out array, although 81.7 psi is still less
r-
than the yield for titanium.
A failure mode both systems share is distortion and bending of the
#	 deployment mechanisms. However, the fold-out array offers some re-
dundancy inasmuch as failure of one section only affects 1/8 of the
panels. If the top flat panel failed to deploy, in the other case, it
would prevent deployment of all the others.
Fabrication of the fold-out array may be more difficult due to the
electrical interconnection wiring. The deployment mechanisms are ex-
pected to be similar ill their complexity for both cases.
Basing a choice on all of the above is somewhat difficult because design
improvements, such as additional span support of the flat circular panels,
can be postulated. It does appear that making the flat panel system
o	 work involves a series of "fixes", such as additional support, and
advanced materials. Therefore, it is recommended that the Hard-Lander
design be based on the fold-out panel system.
It is realized that the approach taken was a result of severe shock,
and package requirements. A design which is based on relaxed criteria
may result in a simplified system. Such a design is recommended as a





SUMMARY OF SOLAR PANEL TRADEOFF STUDY RESULTS
Concept
Circular
Item Flat Panel Fold-Out Panel
Number of panels 5 21/module
Frequency (Hz) 830 2,030
Equivalent static
acceleration (g) 10,000 10,000
Bending stress (psi) 81,700 20,000
Deflection (in.) 0.342 0.06
Material Titanium Aluminum
Weight (lb) 55.8 52.5
Maximum surface area (ft 2) 25.2 27.5
Usable surface area (ft 2) 24.5 24.6 **
Package height (in.) 5.92 3.5
Volume (in. 3) 4,300 2,540
* Growth potential with 25 panels/module.
** Based on 21 panels/module.
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2.4.4 REDUCED CRITERIA
In response to questions by JPL on the fold-out versus circular solar
panel concepts, the following data were generated on two items:
a. The best concept based on a landing shock of 3250 g instead
of 5000 g
b. The effect of a pulse duration of 10 msec instead of 1 msec
in plotting the "Equivalent Static Acceleration versus
Natural Frequency."
As stated previously, the fold-out panel concept meets the constraints
of weight and payload envelope. Therefore, under a 3250 g shock, the
design would still be within the constraints mentioned above.
Under a 5000 g shock of i msec, the circular panel concept required a
payload envelope height of 5.92 in., which exceeded the requirement
of 3.50 in. The panel deflection from the landing shock is critical
in determining the overall envelope height because the panels in the
stowed configuration must be separated for the worst condition of
having the panels deflect out-of-phase to each other. If the thickness
of the five panels remains at 0.50 in. for the 3250 g shock, then the
total panel height is 2.50 in. This leaves 1.0 in. for the deflections
of c11 five panels, or 0.10 in. per panel. Figure 2-14 shows the re-
duction of deflection from 5000 g to 3250 g for a range of face sheet
thicknesses. As shown in the figure, the deflection of 0.10 in. can-
not be achieved. It can be concluded that the fold-out panel concept
is still better for a 3250 g landing shock, again postulating no addi-



























In response to the item b, Fig. 2-15 shows the plot of equivalent
"Static Acceleration versus Natural Frequency' for a 10-msec rectangular
shock pulse of 5000 S. The acceleration rises rapidly for a linear,
viscously damped, single degree-of-freedom structure in the iow natural
frequency range. This narrows the design range of having a shock
attenuation on the structure. The natural frequencies of bath concepts
produce a shock amplification of 2, or 10,000 g acceleration response
for a 1-msec pulse. The situation will not change for a 10-msec pulse
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The selected fold-out array, shown in Fig. 2-1 (Drawing Number 7254-200),
consists of eight modules. Each module consists of 24 interhinged
solar panels, 0.375 in. in thickness, varying in span from 11.75 in.
to 4.50 in. This module geometry provides a total area of 24 ft  for
the placement of solar cells.
Each solar panel substrate will consist of a bonded aluminum honeycomb
structure with shear tie fittings machined into the panel frames.
These shear ties at the panel periphery provide shear continuity between
individual panels, enabling each module to transmit shear loading to
its support points.
The individual modules will be precompressed by longitudinal tension
ties designed to allow the modules to resist bending moments and tension
loading. The tension ties will maintain the modules under compression
during the most adverse loading conditions.
Each module will be simply supported at four corners by the spacecraft
structure. The outboard supports will be hinged to provide 900 rotation
of the module upon deployment.
2.5.2 DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCE
Upon panel deployment initiation, the inboard module attachments and
tension tie preload are released for each module by means of pyrotechnic
devices. Each module then rotates 90 0 outboard by means of helical
torsion springs at the outboard hinge points. Upon 900 rotation, a
latching :mechanism locks each module in position. The tension tie
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member, which to this point has prevented subpanel deployment, is then
released by severing the hook or driving it past the 90 0
 position with
torsion springs. The subpanels are then deployed to a horizontal posi-
tion by means of helical torsi(_ springs at each of the inter-panel
hinges. A pantograph controls the deployment kinematics so that each
inter-panel spring does the same amount of work.
The deployed position of the panels and pantograph mechanism are shown
in Fig. 2-16.
2.5.3 DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION
Each of the deployed solar panels will be cantilevered from the space-
craft with a span of approximat-ly 72 in. Each subpanel will be set
at a small angle from the horizontal as indicated in Fig. 2-16. The
deployed solar panels will deflect under the loads of Martian wind and
gravity; however, analysis of the loading conditions indicates the
maximum possible tip deflection is less than 5 0 from the original
position.
2.6 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
A structural analysis of the finalized array concept has been made.
The analysis assumes, per agreement with JPL, that the launch vibration
effect is ignorable due to the much more severe landing shock. The
work is based i!pon a 24-panel section.
Figure 2-17 shows the possible landing conditions used in this struc-
tural analysis. In Condition 1, the impact occurs on the side of the
payload. The modules that will experience high landing shock are 1,
3, 5, and 7. These are investigated individually in sizing the struc-
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bottom of the payload. If the shock occurs near the centerline of the
payload, then each of the eight modules will experience the same shock
level. It will be assumed that the modules' hard mounting points will
transmit the 5000 g shock. That means that the 5000 g landing shock
will not be attenuated or amplified by the payload structure. The fol-
lowing is a discussion of the solar panel design configuration and
analysis under the 5000 g landing shock.
2.6.1 CONDITION 1 - MODULES 3 AND 7








The module consists of 24 panels with the dimensions shown in Fig. 2-18.
The assumption is made that the module is a simply supported continuous




where the static deflection due to the weight is
1 FWL




where A = 8.5 in? (area of frame at beam centroid)
G = 4 x 106
 psi (modulus of rigidity of aluminum)
g = 386 in./sect
F = 2 (form factor of cross section)
L = 9 in.
W = 6.3 lb
Calculating the c.g. in Fig. 2-18
l 2a 1 + a2
	
_ 9 ((2)(4.5) + 11.75*
X	
3 a 1 + a2 
h	




Area of frame at beam centroid, Fig. 2-19,
Figure 2-19
= 2(8.67 + 2.22)(0.78) = 17 in.
Aeff = 2 = 8.5 in.
Substit-ting these values into the frequency equation
1 j8AGg
fn	 2r FLW
f = 5100 Hz.
n
This natural frequency produces an equivalent static acceleration of
10,000 g.
Solving for the reactions R  and R 2
 in Fig. 2-18,
R1 = (9.00-3.82)WA = (5.18(6 93)(10,000)
R 1
















 = 26,800 lb
The beam model (Fig. 2-17) assumed results in a short deep beam where
the assumption of linear stress distribution in flexure is no longer
valid. The internal beam loads acting upon each solar panel are shown
in Fig. 2-20.
Figure 2-20
From Fig. 2-20 it is seen that the beam shear is transferred between
panels by shear tie fittings machined in the panel frame. Moment is
transferred between panels by the tension ties which precompress the
panels a calculated amount. The precompression f  is assumed to be





2.6.1.1 Panel Shear Tie
Assume a panel shear tie configuration as shown in Fig. 2-21.
Figure 2-21
Left Support - R 1
Select a = 0.200 in.	 a - 0.160 = 0.040




Assuming beam shear to be equally distributed to shear fittings the
load per shear fitting at R 1 is




From Roark, Formulas for Stress and Strain, 4th Edition, 1965, the
maximum stress acting on a very short cantilever beam is
S	 = W 1 + 0.26 a 0.7 
r 1.5a + cosB + 0.45
A	 t [	 (r) ] L e 2	 2e	 (be)1/2j
where SA = maximum tensile stress at fillet (PT.A)
W = 562 lb load
t = 0.200 in. beamwidth
e = 0.10 in. perpendicular distance PT.A to beam axis
r = 0.05 in. fillet radius at PT.A
a	 0.040 in. perpendicular distance load line to PT.A
B = 45o taper angle of beam




 = 61,800 psi (tension)
Selecting 7178 aluminum (T6) with a tensile yield allowable ay =
78,000 psi in the longitudinal direction,
MS = S cry	 - 1 (Margin of safety)
Where the factor of safety FS = 1.25
MS_	 78,000
(61,800)(1.25) - 1 = + 0.01
Calculating the frame area required at R 1 we conservatively assume the
maximum horizontal shear stress factor from Roark as follows:
R
Max Ssl = a Al (SF)
1
x = 4.53 (factor from Roark for short deep beams)
39,000 = 4.53 36,300 (1.25)
1
A l = 5.27 in?
Calculating the frame width t  to provide the required shear area,
t l
 (L) = 5.27
t	 - 5 ' 27 




Right Sup2ort - R2
Load per shear fitting is
R2
Slug	 Leff




= 26,800 = 975 lb
lug	 6.60
0.240










Utilizing the shear tie configuration at R1
 as shown in Fig. 2-23,
L	 = EL =	 3.65 + 3.35 + 3 + 3 =	 13 in.
We can ratio the analysis from section R 1
 for maximum stress as follows:
S	 =	
SR2	 Leff R2 
-1 (61,800)
A	 SR1 Leff R1
SA = 54,300 psi.
The 7178 AL (T6) frame has a tensile yield allowable ay = 68,000 psi






_ 1 (Margin of safety)SA (FS)	 (54,300)(1.25)
MS = + 0.003.
Calculating the frame area required,
R
Max S
s2 - a p2 (SF).
2
a = 1.64 (factor from Roark for short deep beams)
39,000 = 1.64 ^ A800) (1.25)
2
A 2 = 1.41 in.
Calculating the frame width t  to provide the required shear area,
t 1 (Leff ) = 1.41
t 	










S lug = 26 1300	 = 495 lb
0.240
2.6.1.2 Edge Member Analysis










A = A l + 2 A 2 = 0.0195 + 2 (0.008) _ .0355 in 
Max S	 = 1.5	 562	 = 23,800 psiS	 0.0355 in2
MS =	 Sall	 - 1(Max Ss)(F.S)
MS_	 39,000
(23,800)(1.25) - 1 = + 0.31
Average bearing stress is
FB _	 562
S br	 AB	 0.0113 = 50300 psi.
This provides a positive MS in bearing, since 7178 Al-uni:ium has an allow-
able bearing yield of 86,000 psi.
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The bending moment distribution for the beam in Fig. 2-18 is derived
below:
w - (-1.017 + 0.0699X)A (lb/in.)
where
	
w = the distributed load in (lb/in.)
X = the distance from left support (R 1)
A - static acceleration factor (10,000)
V = ^Lwdx + Vo (lb)
V = (0.0699X 2
 _ 1.017X) A + Vo
2
when	 X = 0 V = 36,300 lb
Vo = 36,300 lb
V = (0.0699X2







	1.017 X 2 ) A + 36,300 X + Mo
when	 X = 0 M = 0, .'. Mo = 0 .
M = (0.0116X 3 - 0.508 X2 ) A + 36,300 X
The maximum M occt!rs at dM/dX = 0.
ddM = (0.0348 X 2 - 1.016X) A + 36,300 = 0













:. M = 116X3 - 5080 X 2 + 36,300 X
si
i Substituting, X = 4.20 in.
i
MMax = 71,600 in.-Lb.
To prevent tension in the beam due to the bending moments, tension ties






As seen from Fig. 2-26, the bending moment, M, is resisted by the re-
sultant compressive force 2P acting through the centroid of the cross
section. Taking moments about point A,
{
	 2P (2) = M




A titanium (TI 8 AL - 1 MO - IV) tension tie will require a minimum
area of
A - -Z (SF) . (8250)(1.25)
'ALL	
120,000
A - 0.086 in?
2.6.2 CONDITION 1 - MODULE 1




The panels are under compression, releasing the load from the tension







The following is the bindamental frequency analysis to determine the
maximum acceleration response:
1 TMfn - 2Tr 
where
	
k = _^_E/L (spring constant for the two tension ties)
Ak = 2(0.328) = 0.656 gin. (area of tension ties)
E - 17.5 x 106 psi (titanium)
L = 9.00 in.
W = 6.3 lb
g = 386 in.-sec-2
i	 = 1/2x/AEg/LW
n
fn = 1,400 Hz
*Area requirement of 0.656 in  determined in Subsection 2.6.3.
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and the maximum acceleration response is 10,000 g. The total force
acting on the lower panel is
FT	ma = 6$3 (10,000 g) = 63,000 lb .




	 4260 lb/in.4Max	 L	 29.50
Assuming an effective bearing width of 0.25 in., the maximum bearing
stress is
A	
t	 4260 - 17,040 psi.
This yields a high safety margin.
Assuming the panel frame supported at the four corners, we have, from
Fig. 2-28,






max	 12 WL 












24,600(0 ' 188) (1.25)0.00438t
t = 16.9 in.
The frame is therefore too weak and must be braced by the payload.
2.6.3 CONDITION 1 - MODULE 5
The loading condition on the module is shown in Fig. 2-30.
Figure 2-30
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The situation is the same as Module 3, except the inertial force is
acting in the reverse direction, putting the tension ties in tension.
From the previous section, the total inertial force is
FT = 63,000 lb.
The vertical load on each of the two tension ties is
Ry = 2T=	 632000 = 31,500 lb.













1.017 l8/ IN.	 .388 LB/IN.
RI	 9 IN.	 R2
Figure 2-31
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The loading condition in Fig. 2-31 results in the same reactions, R1
and R2 , as Modules 3 and 7 in Condition 1.
	 Therefore, the frame around
the solar panel is within the allowable shear stress.
	 (A deep beam
= factor for maximum stress is not applicable.)
The maximum bending moment about the Y-Y axis (designing the tension
tie) is 71,600 in.-lb (see Condition 1 - Modules 3 and 7).
	 The tension





- A preload of 23 , 870 lb is required on each tension tie to prevent load-
ing or. the inter - panel hinges.
E
The tension tie area required is
z
P	 _ (23 , 870)(1	 25)	 2





This area is less than that required in Condition 1 - Module 5 (Fig. 2-30).
i ` Therefore,	 the required area per tension tie is 0 . 328 in.
This area is required to prevent yielding of the Module 5 tension ties
under Condition 1 loading.
2.6.5	 COMBINED STRESSES
la the previous subsection,	 the required tension tie
	 load was calculated,
rssuuing each panel would tend to rotate about point A at the top beam
fiber,	 as	 In rig.	 2-26.
r
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If the beam is precompressed by the tension ties so that the extreme
fibers remain in compression under bending, then we may treat the beam
bending as an elastic problem.
Loading Condition 2 (Fig. 2-31) resulted in a maximum bending moment
of 71,600 in.-lb about the Y-Y axis. If we consider bending in one
plane only for the beam, the average fiber stresses normal to a Y-Y
plane are approximated by
P MC6	
A ± I
where P/Aeff = 47,600/10 psi (the average compressive stress induced
by the tension ties)
M = 71,600 in.-lb maximum moment
I
eff = 50 in4 frame moment of inertia at MMax
C = 1.5 in. distance from N.A. to extreme fibers
Substituting,
Qa = -6910 psi compression
a  = -2610 psi compression.
Based upon these low compressive stresses (Fcy = 70,000 psi for 7178
aluminum), it appears that a significant amount of weight can be re-
moved from the panel frames as shown in Fig. 2-32.
Although a final weight breakdown has not yet been made, it is expected
that the panel frame weight can be reduced by about 25%, by the material










2.6.6 DEFLECTION OF DEPLOYED SOLAR PANEL
The deployed solar panel would deflect under the loads of Martian .rind
and gra^l tty. The Martian wind condition used in this study is 100 mph
^ ,hich is roughly equivalent to 20 mph on Earth. The Martian gravity
".<' )f Earth's gravity.








The loads from the wind are solved below.
FN = 1/2p v 2 AN sin ot
FD = 1 2 v2 AD cos Of
where
	 p	 0.002377 slug-ft-3
V = 29.4 ft-sec-1
AN = 4.06 ft  (overall unsupported area)
6	
2AD = 0.147 ft (exposed vertical area of frames).
Substituting and solving,
FN = 4.17 sin o
FD = 0.151 cos a.
Assume the worst condition where the wind is blowing normal to the
panel (a - 900 ). Assuming a cantilever beam with no joint rotation be-





1-^y	 =	 E— ^ t.(1/8)F1 + (1/15)F2JE
where
	 L	 =	 72 in.
` E	 =	 10 7 psi
{ µ	 -	 0.3
I	 =	 0.0042 in4
F 1	=	 2.31 lb
F 2	=	 1.86 lb
F	 +	 F 2
 = F1	 N
substituting and solving,
y	 =	 3.32 in.
The deflection due to the gravity of Mars is next calculated.	 The
module's weight on Mars is 0.40 x 6.30 or 2.52 lb.	 Using the same





F 1	+	 F 2	=	 2.52 lb.
The maximum possible deflection would be the total of the above deflec-
tions from the wind and gravity.	 This result is 5.34 in. 	 The angle




0 = tan-1 (y/L)
= 0.0!43 rad = 4.250
2.7 DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM ANALYSIS
Helical torsion springs are the primary deployment mechanisms; they
have inherent reliability under high shock levels. In the JPL report,
"High-Impact-Resistant Mechanisms" by J. L. Adams, springs were used
in a large variety of complex and efficient spacecraft mechanisms which
were built to survive impacts on the order of 10,000 g. One example
was a spring-operated rotary gas valve powered by a "spirator" spring,
which stores sufficient energy for 45 cycles.
Chrome vanadium is used for conditions involving higher stresses than
can be used with the high-carbon steels, and for use where fatigue and
	
s
long endurance are needed. It is also good for shock and impact loads.
The allowable yield strength of this material is 187,000 psi ("Mechani-
cal Engineering Design" by J. E. Shigley).
The two main categories of deployment helical torsion springs in the
fold-out array concept are:
a. Main deployment springs
b. Inter-panel springs.
The main deployment springs rotate a given 24-panel section 90 0 from
the payload housing. There are four individual springs or two double
torsion springs that position the module for solar panel extension.
The 46 inter-panel springs perform the work of extending the solar
panels to their fully deployed position.
* "Proceedings of the First Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium, May 19-20,
1966," sponsored by JPL and Lockheed Missiles and Space Company,




DThe variables that influence the deployment kinematics are:
a. Slope of the Martian surface




The scope o: the deployment mechanism analysis will be limited to es-
tablish the feasibility of the proposed deployment con-ept. The follow-
ing simplifying assumptions are made:
a. The slope of the Martian surface is zero.
b. The wind velocity is zero.
c. Room temperature is used.
d. Earth's gravity is used.
The analytical results will establish a first order base line for later
determining the exact mechanism requirements.
The primary deployment mechanisms are covered in the following subsection.
2.7.1 MAIN DEPLOYMENT SPRINGS
Four helical torsion springs perform the work of rotating the module
900 , as shown in Fig. 2-34.
Figure 2-34
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Now, the stress in the spring is analyzed to determine the wire diameter
and number of coils.
EM = 0
3.95 W - NPr = 0
where W - 6.3 lb
N = 4 (number of springs)
_	 P - the load on the spring
r = 0.50 (moment *rm of the spring).
Solving,
P = 12.5 lb.











k - 1.2 (stress concentration due to curvature)
SF - 1.25 (safety fa-tor)
d - wire diameter
Let a equal to the ultimate yield strength of the chromium  vanadium
spring.
oy = 187,000 psL
Solving,





Next, the number of coils per spring is determined
_ 6Ekd4 (SF)
n	 64DPr
where 6 = 1000 = 1.76 radians (initial spring rotation)
_	 E = 30 x 106 psi (modulus of elasticity)
Solving,
n = 13 coils
2.7.2 INTER-PANEL DEPLOYMENT SPRINGS
There are 46 helical torsion springs that deploy the pantograph from a




The center of gravity (c.g.) is on the 10th panel, and does not change
during the unfolding of the module. The pantograph Assists in the de-
ployment, so that each inter-panel spring does the same amount of work.
Thus, all the 4ngles (8) between the panels are the same for all de-
ployment positions.
The center of gravity has a trajectory that is described in the
following relationships:
x	 =
	 (N-1) .! (1 - cos 8)
Ny	 =	 (N-1) 2 sin 8 +	 cos 8 2N
where N = 10 (number of panels to c.g.)
i = 3 in. (length of panel)
t = 0.375 in. (thickness of panel)
Substituting,
x = 13.5 (1 - cos 8)
y = 13.5 sin 8 + 1.88 cos 8 + 1.88
When 8 equals 900 , the c.g. reaches its peak height.
The springs are designed to perform work in lifting the c.g. over the
peak height, and then absorb energy during .art of the return (down)
cycle.
The following is the kinematic analysis when the panels rotate from






kinetic energy assuming that the friction losses are negligible. The
work-energy equation for this half of the cycle is
i
Usl - Uwl	 T1
where Usl is the work performed by the springs
Uwl is the work performed in raising the weight
T is the kinetic energy at 0 = 900
1
ip











U sl = 2 Kt
 (0 i 2 -01)
where N — 46 (number of springs)
Kt = the spring rate, lb-in./radians
0. — the initial spring rotation (radians)i
Oi	 ai	 900 = 0
1 - 1.57 (radians)
5nbstituting,
Uury = 23 Kt [0i - (0 i - 1.57)2]




The increase in potential energy from elevating the mass is
Uwl = mg hl
= 6.3 (15.38 - 3.76)
= 73 lb-in.
Substituting the above values into Eq. 29,
23 Kt (3.14 0 i - 2.47) - 73 = T 1	(30)
The second half of the cycle (900 s 6 s 1800) is next analyzed w!. _e
the trajectory of the c.g. decrease in elevation from the maximum height.
The springs dissipate energy part of the cycle and then absorb energy
to reduce the panels' kinetic energy.
The work-energy equation is
US2 +U w2 _U s3
where US2 is the
UW2 is the
US3 is the
T 2 is the
= T2 - T 1	(31)
spring energy dissipated
potential energy change of the mass
spring energy ahgorbed













Figure 2-37 shows the work performed by the springs.




S2	 2 t 81
	




.'	 U S2 = 23 Kt (8 i
2
	
3.14 8 i + 2.46).












US3	 23 Kt (01 - 6.28 0 i + 9.85).
The decrease in potential energy of the mass is
UW2	 -	 15.38W	 =	 97 lb-in.
Substituting the above values into Eq.	 31,
23K 	 (3.140 i - 7.39) + 97	 = T2 - T 1	 (32)
Substituting Eq. 30 into Eq. 32,
- The initial spring rotation (6 i ) is plotted against Kt for different
values of T2 in Fig. 2-38.
	 T2 cannot be less than 24 lb-in. or else 8i
will be less than 1.57 radians or 90°.	 In solving for the minimum 6.,
Eq.30 is set equal to zero.	 This means the panels will just reach the
maximum height of deployment (0 = 90°).	 The minimum 8i is solved below:
F3: 23Kt (3.14 0 t - 2.47) - 73 =	 0
Simplifying,
at	 =	 0.786 + 
1K01
t
_ This equation is also plotted in Fig. 2-38 with a dotted line.












0	 1	 2	 3	 4
SPRING RATE, Kt, (Ib-in/rad)
Figure 2-38
^ ^4F
The spring requirement is shown below:
32 k Kt 8i (SF) 1/3
d	
n Q
where k = 1.2 (stress concentration due to curvature)
and
Kt is the spring rate radian
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5
8 i = 1.57, radian (initial spring rotation)
SF = 1.25 (safety factor)
QY = 187,000 psi (ultimate yield strength)
d = the wire diameter (in.)
Kt = 1.25
Substituting,
d - 0.052 in.
The number of coils required is
_ d4 E SF
n	 64 D Kt 8i
where E = 30 x 106 psi (modulus of elasticity)
D - 0.25 (outer spring diameter)
n - the number of coils
Substituting,
n = 8.73	 9
2.8 CIRCUIT DESIGN
Figure 2-39 (EOS Drawing 7254-201) details the suggested circuit design
for the hard-lander solar array. All of the photovoltaic circuits are
contained on eight individual and separately deploying panel substrate
assemblies. Each panel contains two completely separated photovoltaic
circuits, making a total of 16. Each individual circuit consists of
three 2 cm x 2 cm silicon solar cells wired in parallel to form flexible
submodules. Since 101 of these 3-cell submodules are wired in series,
303 solar cells per individual circuit are required. Triple redundancy
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is provided in the parallel and series wiring of the cells. Both the
positive and negative ends of each group of cells on the panel substrate
segments Are provided with special end termination busses. This mak.
it possible to have redundant wiring to the next group of cells or back
to the main trunk harness wiring. Redundant isolation diodes are pro-
vided in series with the positive end of each individual circuit. These
are to ensure against each individual circuit becoming an electrical
load upon the remainder of the circuits in the event of accidents,
breakage, or shadows upon the face of the cells.
By means of a main trunk wiring harness, which is composed of redundant
wiring throughout, the 3-cell submodules used in each circuit are fur-
ther in parallel with each other. This creates a photovoltaic power
system consisting of 48 cells in parallel by 101 cells in series. A
further advantage of this wiring scheme is that, in the event of acci-
dents or shadow conditions, current may be lost only in increments of
1/16 of the total system. Voltage will remain constant no matter how
many 1/16 circuit sections are rendered useless.
2.9 WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
The weight breakdown of the solar array, deployment mechanisms, and
associated hardware is shown below:
a. Panel frames
b. Honeycomb sandwich


















The resulting weight astimate exceeds the 60 lb design requirement.
The above weight_ breakdown represents a :irst-order base line for futu ra
design refinement in attempting to reduce weight and increase structural
integrity. it should be pointed out that certain structural members
are potentially machinable in ways that will reduce weight, but this
represents detail of design which is not possible in a study of this
scope.
2.10 CONCLUSION AND RECOMW11DATIONS
The design study has indicated that a 24-sq-fc solar array is feasible
under a 5000-g shock. The concept of keeping the unsupported substrate
area small to reduce the deflection and stress has been demonstrated.
This is a deviation from conventional panels with large un4.ntevrupted
surface areas.
With the emphasis on designing the substrate and solar cells to su::vive
under the impact, the mechanical and structural complexity is increased.
As a result, the weight of the solar array exceeds the design require-
ment of 60 pounds. A detailed aesign or prototype study will be nec-
essary to reduce the complexity and weight.
Recent work by 3:L indicates a possible reduction ir expected landia
shock below the 5000-g le, •el; by t_.)mbining a more realistic shock with
a slightly larger package volume, a lower weight can be achieved for
the EOS-proposes fold-out design. At certain combinations of conditions
of shock anc volume requirements, the fold-out array becomes unnecessary.
More conventional, large, flat pane13 are practical, especially so if
additional support pads or ribbing are postulated for the central spans.
These large panels, howe.-er, may be subject to buckling for the edge
loading case, if the spacecraft lands on its side.
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Several design paths indicated below will be followed next, dependent
primarily upon the more closely defined package and shock levels.
a. Build a prototype of one module of the fold-out array, and
demonstrate the practicality of the deployment mode. Perform
vibration ,able tests of the module to define its character-
istics under the stowed condition, with the tension ties
fully loaded.
Then, predict the reactions analytically prior to conducting
an instrumented drop test using the JPL helicopter. This
test is to be in conjunction with the JPL lender aerodynamic
and payload studies. The prototype design shall correspond
as closely as possible to the flight model, so that minimum
changes would be needed. Differences between the prototype
and flight model will be justified and based upon
(1) results of the vibration and drop tests
(2) increased reliability
(3) conformance to manufacturing and other standards
(4) dimensional and engineering data provided by JPL
(5) EOS experience on f-.ld-out array systems under present
or past manufacture.
or
b. Re-initiate a tradeoff study between the fold-out array and
other concepts. The other concepts shall include flat panel
systems, both supported and unsupported in their central
spans.
In the resultant panel choice, evaluation of package require-
ments will be made prior to initiation of design drawings
and analysis. During this phase, solar panel needs may
influence the spacecraft package, and a listing and compila-
tion of these influences will be given to JPL. Upon approval
by JPL, prototype development for drop and vibration tests








EOS has undertaken a very brief high-impact test program on solar cell
submodules using the JPL slingshot high-impact test facility.
	 The
purposes of this program were to discover the mechanism of failure and
the substrate flexure and/or shock level that produced failure. Test
philosophy and test fixture design are also discussed.
A solar cell submodule fabricated with silicon-based adhesive is a very
complex mechanical system. The mechanism of failure under a shock load-
ing is a function of the substrate flexure, the strain rate, the amount
of substrate amplification or damping, and the natural frequencies of
the substrate and the submodule components. For this reason, a fragil-
ity level that produced failure in a solar cell submodule cannot be
f	 assigned on the basis of any one variable. In these tests we have
assumed shock level and substrate stiffness (expressed as radius of
curvature under a given shock load) to be the significant variables.
s If a large body of data were available, a curve such as Fig. 3-1 could
be drawn. The tests conducted to date have furnished a few points for
this curve and have given some indication of the failure mecharisms to
be expected. Much more needs to be done.
3.2 TEST OBJECTIVES
IThe test program has the following major objectives.
a. To determine the failure mode of the submodule and the radius
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ib. To design and manufacture six beams to be used as substrates
during the impact testing.
c. To design a test fixture compatible with impact test require-
ments and the JPL slingshot facility.
d. To assemble solar cells on these beams and to impact these as-
semblies incrementally to failure on the JPL slingshot test
facility.
e. To compare static and dynamic failure modes and failure levels
and, from these, produce recommendations for further testing.
3.3 TEST RESULTS
3.3.1 PRELIMINARY TESTS
Six beams were subjected to the sterilization temperature cycle, com-
ponent type approval level. This consists of a heat soak at 135°C f50 C
for 48 hours. They were then given an electrical test I-V curve, AMO
at 28°C. The results are shown as the higher valued curves on Figs.
3-2 through 3-10. They were given a mechanical inspection at 20X, and
the steel and dielectric thickness was measured with a micrometer in
several places. Surface thickness variations and imperfections which
(	 were noticeable just before shock testing are shown in Fig. 3-11.
3.3.2 STATIC TEST
This test was undertaken to determine the failure point of a solar cell
f	 submodule when the submodule is forced to conform to various curvatures
1
at a low rate of loading.
In this Lest, submodules identical to the 770 Solar Array Leaf Assemblies
were pruned and bonded 
*
to an aluminum beam approximately 20 in. x 1 in.
x 0.050 in. The beam was then slowly bent into an ever decreasing radius
of curvature, as illustrated in the phonographs of Figs. 3-12 and 3-13.
A record of the beam's shape was made by tracing along the beam onto the
s	 backing graph with a felt pen.
*Both static and shock test submodules were bonded with RTV 41, and G.E.
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Figure 3-13.	 Static Experiment
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Failure of the RTV bond at the edge of a cell on positive curvature
(cells on outer radius as in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13) was first detected
when the beam reached position 11 in the tracing, Fig. 3-14. The ap-
proximate radius was 7 in. No cell failur:is were observed during posi-
tive curvature.
Since the RTV bond exhibited peel failure at the cell side, it is con-
cluded that the bond between RTV and dielectric is stronger than be-
tween cell and RTV.
During negative curvature, cracking of the cover glass and RTV failure
at the cells' center were observed at approximately the same radius of
	
curvature.	 The cells were 0.018 in. x 2 cm x 2 cm, and the cover glass
was 0.012 in. thick.
3.3.3 DESIGN OF THE CLAMPED-CLAMPED BEAM
Goals:
1. Natural Frequency > 300 Hz
2. Radius of Curvature < 10 in at the center
3. Structural strength to withstand 5000 g.
The natural frequency, fn , for a 6-in. beam iS found:
	
Let f	 = 300 Hz
n
fn = 300 Hz = 3.56 x
FW z
(p. 379 Church, Mechanical Vibrations)
W = pV = pbhk
P = 0.283 lb/in. 3
 (steel)
b = 1.25 in. (beam width)
J = 6.0 in. (beam length)






f = 3.56 xjj&Eb^h
n 	 pbh t4
f = 3.5 6 x	 E^—






h 2 - 
	 4	 fn
gE	 (3.56)





12 x 0.283 x (6) 4 ( 300
N^/ 386 x 30 x 106
Units:
lbm in. 4 in. 2
 slug ft	 1
h	 (	 )
in. 3 lb f lbm in.	 \sec
lb
m 
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h =	 in.2 = in.
h = fO.3796 x 10 -6 x (84.27)
h	 0.052 in.
Since 0.050-in. stock was available, it was chosen.




S = Mc = Mh
I	 2I
where c = 1/2 h, the distance to an extreme fiber.
The material used is 4130 "c" condition, which has a yield of 130,000 psi
and a maximum of 180,000 psi.
So,
S = 130,000 psi
h = 0.050




CM = 2sI = 130,000 x 1.3 x 10 -j




30 x 10b x 1.3 x 10 -5
 _ 5.85 in.P =
	 67.7
From p. 108 Roark, Case 33:
at the center M = 24 WJ
W = 24M = 24 x 67.7 = 270.8 lb
p	 6.0
The mass of a 0.050 beam - 0.106 lb steel + 0.008 dielectric and
cells = 0.114 lb.
270.8	 2400 g at the center.
0.114
The moment is twice this value at the clamped ends, but some yielding
can be tolerated there. Displacement is
_	 1	 W o_3
y	 384 EI
i	 270.8 x (b) 3y = — x
384	 30 x 10 6 x 1.3 x 1n-5
y = 0.39 in.
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This is already beyond the range of simple beam theory. The moment and
the radius of curvature at the ends and in the center will be less than
calculated due to tension loads. In practice, yielding was detected at
2500 g at the ends and at 5000 g in the center. This indicates that:
(1) the beam is stronger under dynamic loading than the tensile values
given and (2) there is no appreciable amplification or attenuation,
since the failures occur at the same equivalent moment (end moments are
twice the center moment in a clamped-clamped beam).
The higher-level shocks averaged 0.8 msec in duration. If this were in
the form of a half sine wave, the equivalent frequency of this input is
f =	 1	 = 625 Hz
1.6 x 10-'
This would tend to excite the higher modes of the beam more than the
first mode, which makes it difficult to predict the actual radius of
curvature at the center. It may also explain the reverse direction
failure observed in all beams.
An analyt , cal estimate of radius of curvature versus shock loads can
best be made by a Fourier analysis or by an analog computer simulation,
if this is considered worthwhile.
3.3.4 VERIFICATION OF DESIGN
High speed motion pictures of the test impact showed the ringing fre-
quency of most samples to be at 300 Hz. The deflections observed were
between 0 and 0.5 inch, which is compatible with the predicted value,
and the radius of curvature of about 6 inches at the yield point.






A summary of test conuitions and experimenter's notes is given in
Tables 3-I and E-II. Electrical degradation of each sample is given
as the lower valued curves in Figs. 3-2 through 3-10. Oscillograph
pictures of some of the shock pulses are given in Figs. 3-15 through
t	
3-18. The test procedure was to increase the shock rate until damage
occurred and then repeat the next lowest level with a fresh specimen.
•	 Since interconnect damage, which is usually visible, was originally
expected, a microscopic study between shocks was not made on test runs
1 through 7. However, it was discovered that cell cracks were present
that could not be seen without magnification. Test runs 8 through 14
on specimens 8 and 11 were done with sample removal and inspection
under a 3-d microscope between runs.
3.4 SLINGSHOT TEST APPARATUS
The shock tests conducted in this program were performed on the JPL
horizontal shock machine, described in a JPL report.	 The machine
3
f
consists of a specimen carriage, a pair of I-beam guide rails, an
impact block, a coc''ng mechanism, and a release device. It is
propelled by various thicknesses of elastic shock absorber cord (bungee).
Test shocks are produced by impacting she carriage nose (penetrating
tool) against annealed copper targets atrached to the impact block.
The desired shock pulse is found by varying the print of release, the
bungee cord diameter, and the penetrating tool diameter. This infor-
mation is given on the original data sheets whiJi^ are reproduced in
an addendum to the report.
JPL fechnical Report 32-547, '!sigh Impact Survival," b y T. U. Lonborg.
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Figure 3-16. Test No. 5
i







Figure 3-17. Test No. 6
6350 g's peak









Test JPL Specimen Average Peak Duration Velocity
No _ Test No_ No's g's g's msec ft sec
1 1688 2 and 5 965 1100 1.5 46
2 1689 2 and 5 2160 2600 0.9 57.5
3 1690 2 and 5 2910 3500 0.95 80.5
4 1691 2 and 5 4600 -- -- 155
t 5 1692 3 + 6 3800 4000 0.95 99.5
6 1693 3 + 6 6350 6500 0.80 154
i 7 1694 9 + 12 3800 -- 0.95 100€

















11 1698 8 + 11 3000 4200 0.8 85
12 1699 8 + 11 3850 4300 0.8 142
13 1700 8 + 11 4750 -- -- 142.5
14 1702 8 + 11 5450 -- -- 128






SiJMMARY OF EXPERIMENTER'S NOTES
F_
Test No. Damage Remarks
1. Coverglass crack and possible Side 2 in direction of
cell	 lifting on center cell, travel
side	 2.
2. Slight beam slippage and slight Beam released and right-
permanent set. ened, not removed.
3. Possible increase in Did not remove beam.
delamination.
4. Definite delamination of cover- Cracked cells were dis-
glass and pa-:t of center cell on covered later under 3-D
No.	 2 side.	 One	 tab lifted, microscope.
crack in coverglass.
5. No visible damage (without Side 3 in direction of
magnification) travel.	 Not removed
from fixture.
6. Massive damage, impact on end Film showed evidence of
cell side 6.	 Cracked center impact.
coverglass, partly deleminated.
Damaged and broken cells.	 No
visible damage No. 3 side at
first glance,	 but all cells were
broken.
	
Yielding at ends and
center of beam.
7. Looked like more than 3800 g's Only test	 for this sample.
beom deformation.	 Many cell Side 12	 in direction of
cracks on No.	 9 side. travel.
8. No changes noticed, except	 for In this and all subse-
very slight beam curvature. quent tests the specimen
was removed and examined
under a microscope between
tests.
9. No change from 8. Side	 11	 in direction of
travel.
10. Slightly more beam curvature.
11. Incipient delamination. Surface
scratched on coverglass due to
flying debris.







SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTER'S NOTES (c.antd)
t
`	 Test No.	 Damage	 Remarks
	
13.	 Chipped edges of coverglass.
`	
Beam yielding at fixed ends.
1.	 14.	 Major damage. Permanent beam
set in double sine wave. All










The guides which ride the rails are made of plastic, and they generally
fail or break at acceleration levels above 3000 g. Plex_iglass shields
were placed over the test fixture to protect the specimen. However,
they provided little protection at higher levels, as they too shattered.
3.5 NOTES ON SUBSTRATE AND FIXTURE DESIGN
The design function of the test specimen substrate is to transmit the
input shock level without attenuation to the base of the solar cell
while the substrate deforms to a radius of curvature comparable to that
for which static failure occurred. Of course, each shock pulse would
have a unique radius of curvature associated with it, based on substrate
properties.
The radius of curvature of a uniform beam under loading is related to




P = radius of curvature, inches,
M = bending moment, in.-lb
E = youngs modulus, psi














This equation is integrated by assuming
1)
1 = y	 (2)
P	 dx2
and the results, tabulated in Roark and elsewhere, hold only for simple
beam theory. The exact expression is
d2
1 _	 dx2
F	 1+( y^ 372	 (3)
\dx)
The bending moment induces a stress in the fibers of the substrate





c = distance from centroid to exr.reme fiber, inches.
The substrate must therefore be flexible enough to assume the desired
radius yet strong enough to withstand the induced fiber stresses. There
is a third conflicting requirement. It must be stiff enough to transmit
the inertial force felt at the mount without attenuation. This is illuE-
trated by the simplified moden in Fig. 3-19, taken from EOS Report 7254-M-11.
Figure 3-'.9 shows the equivalent static acceleration versus natural
frequency of a one-lump model. This figure shows we must have a natural

















AEQ	 9: 2^fn ^O exp (4*57 ^ C 	 )	 OS fnS 300
WHERE	 .001
u° = f ( 5000g) dt















Figure 3-19. Equivalent Static Accel ration versus









The first choice was a cantilever beam. This has several advantages;
there is input at only one location which is also the location of the
maximum bending moment. Deflection can b p easily measured by measuring
the excursion of the end by a stylus or other means. The main disad-
vantage is that acceleration levels of the order of the slingshot input
cannot be tested due to material strength limitations unless a very
stiff beam is used, well beyond the range of interest of this program.
T'aese tradeoffs are given in Fig. 3-20, which shows fiber stress and
natural frequency as functions of beam thickness for a 4-in, beam
under 5000 5.
The next best method would be a beam hinged at both ends, which has a
maximum bending moment in the center. It would be necessary in this
case to design roller-bearing-mounted pivots in the shock test fixture.
This design would introduce yet another constraint into the test pro-
gram and would take considerable debugging before we could be confident
of its behavior.
_	
The solution was to use a beam rigidly clamped at both ends. This
arrangement has the maximum bending moment at the two ends, but another
maximum in the center; if the beam is stiff enough some amplificati:n
can be expected in the center. Thi ,: beam was clamped in the fixture
shown in Fig. 3-21. A 0.050-in. beam of 4130 steel "c" condition wrs
used. This has a tensile strength of 130,000 p si so that an acceleration
load of 2400g is available before yielding occurs. The natural fre-
quency of this beam under fully clamped conditions is 300 cps. The
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STEEL CANTILEVER BEAM
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BEAM THICKNESS N (inches)
Figure 3-20. Fiber Stress and Natural Frequency versus
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The failure mode under static loading using 770 SALA and RTV 41 bond
material is cell/substrate adhesive peel, occurring at an approximate
radius of 7 in. on the cell side of the bond. During curvature in the
negative direction (i.e., when the cells are being forced closer together)
bond failure also occurs, but it is located in the center of a cell.
When the negative curvature becomes Less than 7 in. in the static tests,
cover glass contact between adjacent cells causes cracking of the cover
glass, and eventually the cells themselves.
The dynamic failure mode observed (under a loading sufficient to cause
radius of curvature to approach the static case) is cell fracture. The
3-mil cover glass used for the dynamic tests fractured only once when
h i t by a piece of flying plastic (as indicated by motion pictures).
Since the cell fractures were observed when the beam had almost certainly
passed its structural yield points, predictions of radius are not totally
accurate, but are in the .order of 10 to 6 inches. It is suspicioned that
the failure mode was caused by cell contact on the negative curvature
portion of the beam vibration, and that higher loads and lower curvatures
would be possible if the cells were spaced farther apart. Further, the
dynamic tests have shown that the particular submodules tested here can
withstand an input shock level of at least 4750 g tverage, for a period
of approximately 0.8 ms, without damage (see Test 13, Table 3-I).
Although in Test 7 only 3800 g were measured at the damage point, the
beam appeared stressed beyond that level. At no time did any real evi-
dence of interconnect failure appear, except in Test 4. This failure









Since these tests were designed as benchmarks, not enough data are avail-
able to reach firm conclusions regarding the exact level of cell fragility
or the effects of different interconnect couplings. In future programs,
it would be helpful if the motion pictures could be taken at iighL angles
to the modules, with a grid or scale available to determine magnitude of
the deflections.
3.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
A pest program is recommended in which bare cell fragility levels are
established by shock testing, and various submodule ccnfiguratiens are
related to these levels by comparison tests. Rate response tes,:s of
the adhesive and the development of an analytical model to predict
cell response are also recommended. Table ?-III is a breakdown of the
suggested test program.
The most expensive and elaborate fixture listed in this program is the
temperature test setup. Insulation would have to be provided around
the specimen itself so Lhat an appreciable temperature change could













Set up submodule-cell-coverglass analog
models, and predict a non-linear response
function for the adhesive
Develop a test program using instrumented
models potted with adhesive samples to
determine the frequency and rate response
of the adhesive
Carry through above program on EOS vibra-
tion test equipment
Develop adhesive response function for
use in predicting rest results
Predict effects of variation in adhesive
thickness and strain rates on shock
transmitted to cell
Develop optimur: matrix of test specimen
combinations
Write specification for cell layout and
test specimen combination
Design slingshot test fixture and
associated hardware
Size substrates and procure material to
meet the test stress level and material
requirements
Design a small cooled or heated environ-
mental chamber which will ride the sling-























Fabrication effort to be done in EOS shop
or solar panel assembly area
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3TABLE 3-III











	 To establish the natural frequencies of
the mount and the candidate substrates as





3. Perform baseline tests Baseline test goals
	 are to establish
failure mechanisms as a function of impact
level and substrate stiffness for corre-
lation with predictions
4. Perform adhesive The goal is to determine the effect of
tests adhesive thickness and bonding method on
coverglass and cell survival
5. Perform temperature To determine the effect of temperature
tests on adhesive response to shock
6. Perform interconnect To determine the effect of coupling be-
study tests tween cells by interconnec!-cn cad rho
type of interconnect failures,
	 and to
gain interconnect design experience
7. Perfo nn follow-on Number and scope of tests will be estab-
tests lished by the results of the previous
test program and the past test analysis
V.	 Past Test Analysis
1. Correlate baseline The correlation will be an attempt
	 to
test assign a fragility to solar cells 	 in a
flight environment;	 fragility will be
a function of input shock level and
substrate	 stiffness
2. Review adhesive The review will furnish preliminary
and interconnect design recommendations for the Mars
hard lander
VI	 Final Report
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